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textiles, engineering, transport services, plantations, tanneries, bidi making,
etc., a very large number of centres and units in different provinces (and *ven

States) had to be covered. Moreover, some of the industries are modern
industries of the large-scale type, wherein factory legislation applies more or

less entirely, while others are indigenous handicrafts or small-scale industries,
where factory legislation is cither inapplicable or partially applicable. Thus,
information nas not been uirformiy available in advance as regards the size,

location and ownership ol industrial units, such as is necessary before decisions

lor sampling are taken. Consequently, the technique of representative sampl-
ing had 10 be modilied and supplemented so as to obtain whatever information
of a reliable character was available. As far as possible, however, in all

industries important centres were covered. In each of these centres units were
chosen on a sample basis, but; it was possible in a few centres to cover all units.

The iinal lists ol centres of survey and individual establishments were made
out in the light of the impressions gathered during the course of the preliminary
tour and in consultation with local authorities. The guiding principle in the

selection of centres ol' survey was to make the scrvey regionally representative
so as to discover differences ID the condjtions of labour in the same industry in

different parts of the coaiitry. The selection of individual concerns was

generally ba ied on considerations, m order of importance, of (a) size, (b) owner-

ship (private or limited) and ^c; whether subject to statutory regulatiou or

not. Hi this connection it may be stated that the Committee were greatly handi-

capped in sampling tne units owing to the lack of complete information regard-

ing location and number ol uniis in the selected industries. Unfortunately
there are no all-India employers

7

organisations ILL some of the organised

industries, nor are the statistics maintained by the Central and 1'rovuicjal

Governments at all compieie. AUreover, in certain unorganised industries,
such as shellac, carpet-weaving, Udi-making, etc., owing to their very narure,
no such inlorniation could bnve been readily available in advance, in certain

cases, therolorb, owing to these diiuculties as well as transport difficulties and
other exigencies, the sampling could not be fully adhered to. Nevertheless, the

Committee have been anxious to gather in the maximum possible information

in the limited time at their disposal and with u view to this, they have cast

their net as wide as possible. The main instruments of the ad hoc survey ueiv
the ^Juestioujuures. These were of two kinds : (a) the mam ad hoc survey
questionnaire on points likejy to be common to all the industries surveyed, and

(b) supplementary and special questionnaires in respect of certain industries,
such as plantations, mines, railways, rickshaw pullers, port labour, municipal
labour, glass, shellac, mica, etc. The main questionnaire was accompanied by
a tabular lorm for entering wage data and this was used wherever possible, li

the case of certain surveys, uowever, such as salt, paper, cotton, woollen and
jute textiles, dockyards, silk, cement and gold mining, it was possible to conduct
a wage survey on a sample basis. The chief method of collection of data was
by personal investigation of industrial establishments, examination of their

records and contact with labour in factories aud homes. The information thus
collected was supplemented and checked with replies to the Questionnaires
received.

. u , .^., ^ ^.-

4. For the purpose of corducting enquiries, a sufficiently large field staff

consisting of 16 Supervisors and 45 Investigators, .was appointed. Before ihe
cojnmencement of field work, all the Supervisors (with the exception of those

working in liengal) were called to the Committee's headquarters at Simla and
given detailed instructions 01 the technique and scope of the enquiries to be
conducted by them, the manner in which they were to submit their data, and
the centres and units which they were to investigate. In addition, both Super-
visors and Investigators were provided with written instructions regarding tin*

use of questionnaires, sampling of concerns (where this could not be done in



Advance), filling of the wage forms, etc. In particular, they were asked not

only to collect information on the spot but also to draw upon overy other possible
source of information. Tu doing so, they were required to distribute copies of

the questionnaires in the centres assigned to them uot only amongst the sampled
units but also amongst Employers' and Workers' associations in the industry
and such other associations and individuals as were likely to be interested iu

the subject. They were also asked to get into touch with officials of Central
ami Provincial Governments connected with labour and obtain such facilities

as might be necessary in doing their work.

5. As far as the field work in Bengal was concerned it was done by the staff

of the Committee under the guidance and supervision of tlk Labour Conmiis-

sicrer, Bengal, and his subordinate officers. Members, however, paid visits to

selected centres and units in Bengal to obtain first-hand knowledge of local

labour conditions.

G. The Committee's survey covered alj Provinces with the exception of the
North-West Frontier Province where none of the industries selected for

survey was sufficiently important. It extended to many of tfoe Indian States
also, such as Kashmir, Patiala, Gwalior, Baroda, Mysore, Sandur, Travancorp,
Cochin, Bundi, Indore and some of the States of the Eastern States Agency.
No survey was undertaken in the Hyderabad State as that State preferred to

appoint its own Labour Investigation Committee, with terms of reference identi-
ty! to those oi* this Committee, for enquiry into local labour conditions.

7. [n dealing with the ad hoc survey work, several courses were open to
tho Committee : (i; the Committee, as a whole, to study each industry,
(ii) the surveys to be distributed region-wise and each Member put into
charge of a region, and (iii) each Member to be entrusted with u few
surveys throughout India. With a view to speedy and efficient work, the third
course was actually adopted. This departure from the usual procedure of the
Committee as a whole dealing with the ^ork was necessary in view of the im
mensity of the task and the necessity of maintaining an all India perspective.
Moreover, it was felt that this procedure would enable Members to make a
specialised study of labour conditions in individual industries in different parts
of the country, ft was also felt that the peculiar problems of industrial labour
had more an industry-wise than a region-wise dispersion and that the procedure
vould be helpful to future legislation which has to take into consideration the
diversified conditions of each industry. Ft will be seen, however, that in the
Reports the factual material has been presented both on an all-India and
on a regional basis.

8. Thanks and acknowledgements are due to Provincial Government* State
Authorities, Labour Commissioners (and particularly the Labour Commissioner
Bengal) Directors of Industries, Chief Inspectors of Factories, Port authori-
ties, local bodies, employers' and workers* associations, managements of the
units surveyed and all others who rendered help in the collection of the data
presented in these Reports.

. D. V. REGE. Chairman.

8. R. DESHPANDE 1
AHMAD MUKHTAR V Memben
B. P. ADARKAR /

TEJA SINGH SAHNI,
Secretary.





INTRODUCTION.

Sugar industry in India has been in existence from times immemorial, a
is evident from several references found in the ancient literature of this coun-

try. The methods of production, however, were mostly indigenous and wert
confined to the production of raw sugar in the form of gur or rob. Later,
more refined methods of production came into vogue but the Indian factories

could not successfully compete with imported sugar. At important land-f
mark in the history of sugar industry in India was the year 1930-31 when the

question of protection was referred to the Tariff Board by the Government
of India.* Pending the consideration of its report, the revenue duty on the

import of sugar was levied at the rate of Rs. 7|4|- per cwt. in March 1931. An
additional revenue surcharge of 25 per cent, amounting to Rs. 1|1 3|- per cwt.

was imposed in September 1931. In pursuance of the recommendations of

the Tariff Board, the Government fixed the protective duty at Rs. 7|4|- per cwt.

Thus the total import duty including surcharge was Rs. 9|1|- till 31st March
1934. There have been slight variations in it from time to time but the in-

dustry has all along been enjoying the benefits of protection. The second
Tariff Board Enquiry instituted in. March 1937 recommended the continuance
of protection upto 31st March 1946.

Under the stimulus of tariff protection, sugar industry in Tndia has made
phenomenal progress during the last decade and a half. The Indian sugar
industry is now the second largest industry, next in importance to only the
cotton textile industry. How much its development is due to the protective
tariffs will be evident from the fact that India, which was only second in the
world in 1931, now occupies the nnrivalled position of being the largest pro-
ducer of surar. Following the Japanese occupation of the Dutch East Indies,
the import duties have lost all their significance as the imports of sugar into
India gradually diminished and ultimately disappeared in 1943-44.

Localisation of the Indmtryt. The most suitable geographical region
for the growth of sugar cane is the tropical as is evident from the large con-
centration oi

f

sugar factories in the Dutch East Indies. In India, however, the
region which was responsible for 113 out of 166 factories and which gave em-
ployment to 75 per cenl. of the total labour force in 1939 extended over Bihar
and United Provinces while the provinces of Bombay and Madras, which may
rightly be called tropical and which arc ideally suited for sugar, have not
developed it to the same extent. The average yield in terms of raw sugar
per acre is as high as 6,700 Ibs. in Madras and 5,700 Ibs. in Bombav as against
2,500 Jbs and 2,300 Ibs. in IT. P. and P>ihar respectively. Not only is the
quabty of the cane in Bombay and Madras superior to that of U.P. or Bihar
but, till recently, the sugar recovery was higher in Bombay than in most partsof the country. But there are certain counteracting factors. A wide range
(.r alternative cash crops groundnuts, cotton, plantains, chillies tobacco and
j aJdy--in Madras, the higher over-all cost of sugar manufacture in Madrai
and of cultivation in Bombay and the absence of manjy compact blocks for
sugar-cane cultivation both in Madras and Bombay account for the smallernumber of sugar factories in these regions. The United Provinces and Bihar
Have the advantages of compact sugar cane areas and an early start with
the result that the industry has settled down in these regions sufficiently 'and it
in a position to spare an exportable surplus after meeting local demand.

f ^^^ Commerce DePftrtment's resolution No. 127-T, dated

t For further
^information

on the subject Mr Localisation of Indtwtry in Indift
published by th* Govenuatnt of India,

^^



Tin pflniipal eentw of ug*r indmtry w ihown below together with tto

number of workers in 1939 and the increftbe or decrease in that number ginet

1921*.

TABLE I.

centres of sugar industry employing over 1,000 worker*.

Employment m ^e Si^ar Industry. ^The total daily employment in

both seasonal and perennial sugar factories in the different provinces of Bri-

tish India in 1943 was 83,294. The following table gives the variations in

employment since 1929.
'

"! ^Sampled oeutraa.

| Vide Location of Industry in India, published by the Qort. of India, pige 44.
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Perennial Factories. Separate figures for seasonal and perennial sugar
factories in 1929 and 1930 are not available. In 1931, the perennial factories

provided employment to 2,974 persons. The number showed ti gradual up-
ward trend with the result that, by 1934, it reached 7,850 showing an increase,

of 163.!) per cent, over the 1931 figure. From 1935 onwards there was a rapid

fall in employment till, in 1939, it stood at 203674.1 per cent, and 31 .5 per
cent, less than the 1934 and 3931 figures respectively. After 1939 the em-

ployment figure began to show signs of improvement and, in 1943, it stood at

3.93T) i.e., f3 per cent, above the 1939 figure.

FeafwHti! Factories. In the .seasonal sugar factories, the employment
figure stood Jit 15,056 in 1931. It showed a 100 per cent, increase in 1932 when
if reached 30,143. The years 1933 and 193'4 showed a further upward ten-

dency till, in 1935, the employment stood at 05,418 showing H IVH.1 per cent.

i_"<*re;)se over 19n figures. This upward tendency went on unimpeded and.

in 1JW9 Mid 1040, the employment in the seasonal factories amounted to

74,872 and1

^L',533 respectively. Since then there has been a steady decrease

and by the year 1943 a. fall of 3.8 per cent, was registered as the employ-
ment i*gnrc came down to 79,364.

Taking the seasonal and perennial factories together, it can be said that

ihe inc.rejise in employment between 1929 and 1939 was 422.3* per cent., bet-

ween lfW JUKI W3 was 8.3 per cent, and between 1929 and 1943 was 465. G.

Tho phenomenal growth of the sugar industry is responsible for some
Peculiar problems.

(a) There was no planning hi the first instance with the result that the

buildings of n fair number of sugar factories are defective in more than one

respe.H. Moreover, the disposal of effluent is very unsatisfactory in several

cases and ihe atmosphere both in and outside these factories is very ofT^nsive.

This is not without its repercussions on the working conditions and health of

employees.

(b) The speedy growth and development of the industry resulted in an
abnormal increase of demand for both trained and untrained labour. The
former was not. readily available and, naturally, some of the technical staff

that was first employed comprised foreigners, who had served in Java and
]>];ees outside India. High emoluments were offered to them but, with the

lapse of time, enough Indian personnel was available. The question in regard
to unskilled labour was different. The regions, where sugar factories were
mostly started, had already a surplus population who found it difficult to

make both ends meet with their scanty and precarious income from land.

Fortunately, the working period in sugar coincided with the slack period in

agriculture (between November and March or April May). However, the

employers were not at first sure of a continuous labour supply. With a view
to attracting workers, they built pveca quarters for housing a certain percentage
of them, especially the more skilled staff. As labour.became freely available,
they did not make any great attempts lo build more pitcca houses or make
the existing on PS more comfortable. This resulted in the emergence of
thatched huts, ill-ventilated <martens, bad drainage, lack of suitable water

supply and absence of adequate washing and bathing facilities and latrines
and urinals. The seasonal character of the industry may in itself hrve been
responsible for the indifference of employers to the provision of good housing
and other amenities.

(c) The localization of sugar industry deep into the countryside made
factory ^inspection a difficult task. Certain malpractices consequently deve-
loped without being detected by inspectors in their casual and stray visits.
The interests of workers consequently suffered.



(d) Very little attention seems to have been paid by employers in IT. P.

and Bihar to the disposal of by-products, such as molasses, bagasse, and other

things. The result is that no scheme for the prolongation of the working
watum has been developed and the majority of sugar factories continue to be
seasonal iu character. ll is true that some of the factories have taken to

the iimmiiacUire >f syrups, confectionary and alcohol, thus providing ma-

ployment to many of the workers in the off-season1

,
but this number is not

ie) it was felt during this enquiry that, with the exception of a Low em-

ployers, a large majority of them did hot pay any attention to the welfare

of their workers. The net result is that a policy of drift has set in.

(!') The workers are mostly disorganised and do not possess any great

bargaining capacity. Naturally, a large number of strikes organised by them
li<ive failed.

Ifaponttibility of a protected Industry for Better Labowr Conditions.

The phenomenal development of sugar industry is due solely to the protec-
tive tariffs and the lax payers have naturally a right to enquire it* the workers
l:ave also shared in the general prosperity of the industry. The Tariff Board
of 3931 referred to the considerable employment by the sugar factories of the

agricultural classes in the period between the Kharif and rabi harvests when
agricultural operations are slack and gave such employment as uu additional

argument for protection to the industry. The second Tariff Hoard of 1937

categorically supported the contention that the responsibility of a protected

industry about labour problems are usually greater. 1 reproduce their

'A onto .

"In regard to the remuneration paid to the different grades of labour

and to the tenure of employment, the situation is not gen/erally satis-

factory. In a protected industry it is to be expected that the labourer in

the factory should also share in the benefits of protection, but we find

that the Jbterests of labour have not received the consideration they
deserve"*.

This verdict was true not only in 1937 but also today.

Method and Scope of Enquiry, For an ad hoc survey of labour condi-

tions in the sugar industry, India was divided into two principal regions
the region covering the United Provinces and Bihar and the region comprising
South India and the Deccau. Of the former, Oorakhporc and Meerut from
ihc United Provinces and Champaran and Darbhanga from Bihar wore select-

ed for detailed investigation, while Ahmadnagar in the Bombay province,
Nellikuppam, Samalkot and Vuyyur in South India were chosen in the tropical

region. The choice fell on these in preference to other centres not only in

dew of their importance from the point of view of employment of labour, but
also because, in my opinion, labour conditions in *these centres were typical
and representative of the entire labour conditions in the respective regions.
To be more realistic, the choice was restricted to lend local colour by selecting
within the region centres as far distant from each other as possible. While
the selection of centres was deliberate, the choice of individual units in them
was randomised. Of the total number of 153 factories in British India in

1944, 27 were selected at random which gives a sample of 17.6 per cent.- The
enquiry covers or.er 22,000 workers in all centres or a percentage of 26.5 of the

total employment in sugar in British India (at the date of enquiry;. Informa-
tion was collected partly by the issue of an ad hoc. questjonnaiie to the employers

1

Report of the Indian Tariff Board on the Sugar Industry, 1938, page 151.
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of the sampled concerns and partly by my investigating staff. It was check-

ed by supervisors stationed in different regions and rechecked by me. The

personal investigations also included enquiries into the civil condition, indebt-

edness and housing of workers.

Scheme of the Report. In order that regional peculiarities may be brought
nto prominence, this report is divided into different parts, each part dealing
arith a particular region. Part V epitomises the glaring facts in the regional

reports and the conclusions which are irresistible on the basis of the data

collected by my staff.

PAitT J.

HARIGAON AND TILAKNAGAB.

(Ahmadnagar District).

The main characteristic of the two sampled units in Ahmadnagar is the

concentrated cultivation of sugar cane in a compact area in the close vicinity

of the sugar factories. The units have their own farms that give them an

assured supply of sugar cane and, what is more important, enable them lo

determine the time of harvesting according to their own requirements and

production capacity.

Employment.
The total employment in the .sampled units in January 1944 was 1,594.

None of them employs women and children. One unit did not supply figures

of employment for 1939. The figures supplied by the other unit go to show that

the number of workers employed therein increased from 304 in January 19.39

to 529 in January 1944 (i.e., by 74.01 per cent.).

Out 01 a total of 1,594 workers in January 1944, 1,558 (i.e., 97.74 per cent.)

are time-rated and 3G (i.e., 2.26 per cent.) are piece-rated. The following
table gives the necessary details.

TABLE III.

Showing details of employment in ike sampled factories.

January 1944.

Total .. 1,594 1,658 97-74 36 2-26

Classification of Workers. Workers are generally classified as
*
seasonal

'

and '

permanent '. In one unit, then* are a few badlis or substitutes. A
provident fund exists in one unit only for the benefit of the permanent workers

drawing^ Ks. 20 and more per month. Permanent workers get 15 30 days'
leave with pay in one unit and 18 days' leave with payi in the other unit.

Seasonal workers in both units get a combined sick and privilege leave of 7

days with pay. The permanent staff are generally on monthly wages and
are retained during the off-season on half or full wages. The percentage
of permanent workers varies from 60 in one unit to 66 in the other unit.

Some of the temporary Workers also in one unit are paid a retention allowance

equivalent to half the normal wages during the off season.



Promotions. Both the units have graded scale schedules in respect of

workers and their supervisory staff. In one of the units, however, a new re-

cruit is paid a daily wage of As. 6|6 excluding dearness allowance or the
first season, and is admitted in tho next season to the category of graded
workers with scope for promotion in the same or allied occupation. There is

prade mobility and persons working on lower posts are promoted lo higher
posts in course of time. A pan attendant, for example, can rise to iln posi-
tion of a panman and even a head panman.

Labour Turnover.
Figures regarding labour turnover Mipplied by one unit show Ihal, during

the season, very few people leave Uieir jolw. During the <>1? SOMSOU, most of
them are .engaged on faetoiy-uwned farms. The Juboiir In mover was 1.4 per
cent, and 2 per cent, in lf):.J8-:jJ) nnd l!>43-44 respectively.

Absenteeism.
Since the majority of the workers in both units are drawn from the neigh-

bouring villages and arc housed on iho factory pivnri.ses, t-hsi titrcism is not as

large here a& it is in other industries in tlie. Bombay province From personal,

enquiries, it was found that absenteeism was mainly due to illness mid that, on
a liberal estimate, it did not go beyoiul U to 5 per cent, during the season.

Standing Orders.
There are no standing orders determining tlie relationship between the

employers and employees in either of the sampled units.

Recruitment and Labour Officers.

AK both the units are situaled in rural areas, thcic is always a lanro labour
force seeking employment. The unskilled workers arc mostly ncj-uited at the

factory gate, preference bein^ given to old employees, ihoir friends and relatives.

Supervisory and skilled jobs are advertised and candidates are selected on the

basis of qualifications and rxperience. Tn some eases, advances are 'ive,n to

workers for their journey and they arc later deducted f*om their WURQ*;. While

complaints in respect of recruitment to unskilled mid semi-skilled jobs were

not received, allegations oF bribery and favouritism wen> made, against sectional

heads in respect of skilled hands.

None of the units has any labour officer. T1 is said that the grievances
of labour are heard in the tirst instance by the sectional heads concerned and
then passed on to the manager. For fear i.i victimisation. ;1 worker does not

normally represent his grievances to the irunmgor, with the result 1hat he is

left to ihp mercy of his immediate boss.

Wage Rates.

From the wage rate^ supplied by one unit, it is possible to say that there

has been no svJnrta'Ht-ial increase in the basic wugc.s since October 15)38. Tlw*

relevant facts in respect of the walge-ratos for 103S and UHO are given below :

TABLE IV.

Showing changes m {he wage rates during the war,

Jan. Ifl40.

RH. ir> to 20

Us. 17/8 to 20
Ks. 16 to 23

Ks. *>() to 30
KB. 17/8 to 22
Us. 20 to 30
KB. 22 to 30
Ks. 17/8 to 25



(C) Skilled.

Head panman
Assistant pomuao
Driver
Fitter

Moulder

Oct. 1938

Ks. 75
KB. 25 to 50
Ks. 22
Ks. 40 to 65
KM. 50 to 75

Jan. 1910

U-. 60 to 85
E . 25 to 55
KM. 22 to 30
Us. 50 to 75
KM. 50 to 75

The wage-rales introduced in 1940 are still in force.

Contract Labour. Contract labour is employed only for stacking and

despatching hags and its wages are delcrmined by the current rates prevalent
among unskilled agricultural workers in the neighbourhood.

Principles of \Yaye Fixation. Wages in the sampled units are governed
by the prevailing agricultural wage rates and by competition between em-
ployers. The net result is that wages in the sugar industry are lower than
those hi thfi urban industries in Bombay.

Analysis of Wages and Earnings.

Of 1,499 workers on rolls, wage data of 75:3 or 50.23 per cent, workers who
had put in the maximum .number of days that their sections had worked in Janu-

ary 1945, were collected from the two sampled units. The frequency table of the

basic wages earned by the workers has been prepared and it appears, that as

many as 45.90 per cent, of them earn between 6 and 8 annas and 34.69 per
cent, between 8 and 10 annas. The mpde lies in the group

*'
,6 annas but Jess

than 8 annas ". The median lies in the sruoud group
"

8 As. but less than 10
As. ". Other details of the lwi<* wages are as follows :

TABLE V.

Wage group.

Number Percentage Onmula-
of to tive

workers. total, frequen-
cies of

percent-
age.

AD workers are men and are time-rated.

Net Earnwgs (including Allowances).- The frequency table of earnings
inclusive of dearness allowances and overtime pay given below shows that as

many, as 1,105 out of 1,499 or 73.71 per cent, of the workers earn between, 12
annas and Re. 1 per day. Both the median and mode lie in this group, and



the earnings between 12 annas and 1 rupee 8 annas cover 89.65 per cent, of

the total sample. Other details about net earnings are given below :

TABLE VI.

De.arness and other Allowances. Dearness allowances are given by both
the units. The details arc shown below :

TABLE VII.
UNIT A. (1) Kor employees drawing loss than Rs. 30 . . . . Rs. 10

(2) For employees drawing RH. 31 to Bs. M . . . . Rs. 12/8

(3) For employees drawing Rs. r>2 to RK. 100 .. Rs. 15

(4) For employees drawing Rs. 101 to Us. 185 . . Rs. 20

(5) For employees drawing RK. 186 to Ks. iV>0 . . Rs. 25

UNIT B. ( 1 ) For all employes who havi- put in lull month's

work .. .. .. .. .. Rs. 15 p.m.

Oid'Hrnr. Overtime is not compulsory in any unit. Both the units re-

cord overtime in their registers whenever it is done. The overtime wages are

calculated according to tie Factories Act and the records are accessible to the

workers.

Deductions and Fnu Funds. Deductions from wages are not made ex-

cept in respect of contributions to provident \ ind and the return of advances.
Nor is there a fine fund in any of the sampled units.

}V<i</<' Period.---The wage period in one unit is a calendar month for all

employees. In the o(lur unit, the wage period is one mouth for monthly-rated
workers and a fortnight for the daily-rated workers. Tn both the units,

wages are paid within 4- -7 days of the expiry of the wage period.
Closed Days.

There are no regular close days in the month during the season. Only the

day shift workers get Sunday off. During off season, permanent workers get
a weekly day of rest and holidays on cert <\ in important festivals, e.g., Dusehra,
ft'nvfili, NaffpancJiami, etc., etc.

Working Conditions.

There are two types of workers - day workers and shift workers Day
workers in one unit work for 10 hours (7. HO a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2. BO p.m. to

7 p.m.) while they work in the other unit for fl-3|2 hours (H a.m. to 1 p.m.
2.30 p.m. to 7 p.m.). Shift worker* in both the units work for 8 hours per day.
There is no overlapping shift in any of the unit*.

The building of one of the units is fairly imposing while that of the other
is old and damp. The light in the former was sufficient but the atmosphere
at certain places was very stuffy. The temperature in the working rooms at
the time of enquiry was 105F, It was said that the temperature
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summer and winter goes up to 120 and 100 respectively. In both the units,

sulphur-di-oxide gas leaked from the sulphur stoves and sulphitation tanks

and was inhaled bj the workers. It was so choking near the sulphitation
tanks that, tho investigating staff could not titand there for more than a flew

minutes. It is feared that the inhaling of this gas might be sufficiently

dangerous. Some of Ihe workers were actually suffering from chronic throat

troubles. The system of removing the press mud and the disposal of effluent

was generally more satisfactory than one comes WTOHK in the U. P. and Bihar

sugar factories aind one obvious result of tho same was that there was abso-

lutely no bad smell. Many of the liming tank attendants had scars on their

hands as a result of the handling of lime solution. Tn none of the factories

under investigation was there any provision of rubber gloves for the use of

wach workers.

Welfare Activities.

The. arrangement for drinking water was tifclory in one unit, but

unsatisfactory in the other. The latrines and urinals in both cases were

dirty and ill kept. There were, no bathing and washing facilities. Tn one unit,

however, 1her< were six sots of automatic feet wawhers hut none of them was in a

working order at 1hc time of enquiry.

Both the units maintain hospitals, with 2 beds in OTIC and 6 beds in the

other. The workers and their dependants were treated free, prevalent
diseases among them beins malaria, influenza, diarrhea, dysentery, skin

diseases, sore eyes, typhoid and seasonal epidemics, mostly cholera. Tne
medical officer in one unit said that he had during the last two years treated

several cases of iitcers, resembling tropical \ilcers, which he attributed to

nutritional deficiency. On account of frequent dust storms, eye sore was a

very common disease among the sugar workers in both the units.

The system of medicine in both the units was allopathic and the daily
average number of patients treated was 170 to 200 in eah case. The follow-

ing table, gives the qualifications and emoluments of the medical officers and
their assistants .

TABOE VIII.

Tn the second unit, a segregation camp existed for patients suffering from
infectious diseases. There was no periodical medical examination of workers
in any ol

!

the units, but the medical officers in both cases alleged that a large
number of workers, possibly 25 per cent, or so, suffered from venereal diseases.

Canlcrmt. Only one unit had a tea canteen. Workers were served tea
at their place oi* duty by the vendor. The average sale was 600 cups a day.

Educational Facilities. Both the units provided educational facilities to

their workers up to ITT standard in Marathi and English.

Gratfn shop*. One unit maintained 8 grain shops for the workers. The
commodities1

supplied were lajri, jowar, wheat, TMCP, sugar, cloth, kerosene

oil, fuel, potatoes, etc,, at controlled rat*s. The otfter unit had also a grain
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shop and commodities were supplied at less than the Government controlled

rates, the company bearing the Joss. -There was a co-operative consumers'

store in one unit where all essential necessaries --of the average village Jife were
available at moderate rates.

Trade Unions and Strikes.

Tliere was no trade union in any of the sample*! factories at the lime of

my enquiry In one unit, "workers formed a trade union- -liela pur Kauigar
Union which however, ceased 10 function about three years ago. There were
three strikes in this unit (luring the lwt live -years on the question of increased

wages and allowances. The demands of the workers were conceded to some
extent. In the other unit, the wage scales and increments were revised in

January UMO, as a result of an agreement between the management and tho

then union. A strike occurred in May-June 1941, workers demanding an
increase in wages and better housing facilities. It continued for about 2 months
but it fizzled out in the long: run.

During the course of my personal investigations several workers and
their representatives alleged that they were harassed by the police* and that

they were given Lho impression that trade unions were illegal after the 1942
disturbances. Complaints of victimisation of trade union workers at the
hands of ihe management were also made at both the places.

Safety Acts. etc.

Hoth the units come under the Factories Act. Tin; factory inspector visits

the uuit once every year. The pmvisii ns of the Payment of Wages Act and
the Workmen's Compensation Act are duly observed. Complaints were, how-
ever, received that some of the- technical personnel in the sugar factories were
required to work in various shifts the sani^ day on intermit tenl duties and the

spreadover was normally very large in such case*.

To acquaint workers with the provisions of the various labour acts,
abstracts of the same were displayed at the entrance of the factories in

iJnglisb ami Marathi.

During 194tt. there were four accidents two in each unit. In one
unit, no compensation as such was claimed or given. Nevertheless. th com-
pany treated the nijui'ed workers at an expense of Rs. 200. In the other unit,

compensation in one case amounting to Rs. 302|H|- in 1944 was paid.

Provident Fund.

Only one unit has got a
. provident fund. All permanent workers

getting Rs. 20 or more per month are eligible for membership. The contribution
of each member per month is at the rate of 7-1 J2 per cent, of hits monthly income,
the company contributing an equivalent sum and paying an interest thereon
at 4 per cent.

Civil Condition.

Of 13H persons selected at random for detailed personal investigation!
from the pay sheets of "Hie two sampled units, 75 were Hindus, 10 Muslims, 44
Christens and 7 scheduled cflfite. They were all drawn from the neighbouring
villages or districts and a very small percentage came from H. E. II. the
Nizam 's territory. A fairly large percentage among the workers were agri-
culturists, mostly landless labourers cvr ijetty peasants domiciled in the Ahmad-
nagar District.

Lftwtiry.---Of lob workers interviewed, 120 were literate ?>.. they were
in a position to read and write a letter in their mother tongue. The percent-
age of literacy, which works out at 88.2, is fairly high. There is a large
number of educated workers among the technical staff and it is not uncommon
to find a few qualified graduates in. science in both the factories.

L779DofL
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Marital condition and Dependants. Like other centra, the percentage
jf married workers was very high, 120 or 88.2 per eent. of the persons were
married. The totai number of dependant* supported by 136 persons was
536 which gives an average of 3.9 dependants per worker. The family main-

ly comprised wife and children though it was not uncommon to find parents
and widowed sisters living with the workers.

The following table shows the distribution of sampled workers according
to the number of dependants supported by them.

TABLE IX.

The majority of workers had 3 to 4 dependants which may be said to be
the modal group. Both the median and the arithmetic average lie in the same

Indebtedness.

Of 136 persons, 87 or 84 per eent. were found to be in debt to the extent
of Us. 13,841 which gives an average per capita indebtedness of Us. 159. How-
ever, the percentage of indebted workers 10 total workers in different groups
increases with the increase in the number of dependant*) supported. The
following table shows the indebtedness according to the number of dependants
supported.

TABLE X.

Further, it appears that 26.4 per eent. workers were lightly indebted and
Jo . 2 per cent, were heavily in debt. The following table shows the distribu-

tion of indebtedness according to the amount of debt.

TABLE XL

Total . . 87

I workers, or 36 per cent, of the sample^ were free froift debt.

100-0
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Causes of Indebtedness. Like other centres, the sugar workers at

Ahmadnagar were indebted, mostly due to domestic and marriage expenses
which respectively account for 40.2 and 31.9 per cent, of the total indebted-
ness. The details about various causes are shown below :

TABLE

Total 114 100-0 13,841 100-0 121

Rate of Interest and Agency for Debts. Abott 50 per cent, of the total

debt was taken from Pathans who charged exorbitant rates of interest. The
other agency was that of the village money-lender who was responsible for

about 23 per cent, of total indebtedness. Friends and relatives did not charge
any interest.

The following table shows the distribution of debts according to interest

paid.
TABLE XIII.

Housing.
The total number of dwellings visited was 176 in the two sampled unite.

Unlike sugar factories in II. P. and Bihar, Ahmednagar factories provide
accommodation to almost all the workers. Hardly 3 per cent, of workers in one
unit and 5 per cent, in the other come from the neighbouring villages.

Roughly speaking, three kinds pf houses are provided by employers.
The first type is known as Jcopies*. These are thatched rooms made of cane

tops. The management supply the material and workers build them. They
provide very little shelter against heat and rain and there is an ever present
possibility of their catching fire as the cooking is invariably dono inside. The

*
Kopie$ are rattaded in one-room tenementa in my discussion on hounnfr.
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second type of houses has bamboo walls plastered with mud, with roofing of

koii or tin sheets. They generally have an open
' verandah which ifc used as

kitchen. The third type consists of pucca plastered structures with tile or

tin roofing. Some houses are two- or three-room tenements and are used

only for the highly paid mistries and other supervisory staff.

Of these 3 types of tenements, 176 were visited by the investigating staff.

The following table shows their size and number.

TABLE XIV.

The density of occupancy in one-room tenements is the highest as will

appear from the followingtable :

TABLE XV.

A very large majority of workers, 95.6 per cent of the total, live in one
room tenements, which comprise 85.6 per cent, of the total habitable dwel-

lings. The average area of a room comes to 308.1 square feet and the area

per occupant comes to 23 square feet. The following table gives the percentage
distribution of rooms and occupants.

TABLE XVI.

Shmvfg the percentaye distribution of rooms and occupants.
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In one factory there were 8 seats in latrines, 4 for men and 4 for women.
The pressure on these latrines was 180 families or about 22.5 families per
seat. In the other factory, tliere were 10 seats for over 250 families, the pres-
sure being 25 families per seat. They were on '

drop
'

system and were sup-

posed to be cleansed once a day. Tliere were two part-time sweepers to Itok

after these latrines in each factory. Drainage in both the factories was gene-

rally very toad. The main drains were uncovered and katcha with the result

that foul smell emanated from them. Sky holes and ventilators are providet
in some tenements but they serve mostly as smoke-holes for the cooking it

done inside the rooms. Pucca quarters in one factory have electric light

The *

Kopis
'

or thatched huts have no provision for electric light nor is

there even a common lamp post in workers' colonies.

The following table shows the nature of roof, floor and walls of the samp!-
ed houses.

TABLB XIX.

Roof. Floor.

I* i ..... i 4

One-room .. .. .. 46 64 f>6 155 11 26 50 35 55

Two-rooms .. .. .. 1 1.. .. 1 1.. 2 . .

Three rooms .. ........ 8 8 8

All dwellings .. 47 65 56 8 156 20 26 60 35 55

The flooring, roofing and walls were all pucca in the three-room tenements,
but in one-room tenements they were mostly katcha.

Th< total strength of both the factories during the season comes to no less

than 1,594 workers, but it is strange that arrangements about maternity home
or child welfare do not exist, nor are there even trained nurses available on
the premises. There is an elementary school in each unit but there are no

playgrounds, parks or any provision for entertainment, in one factory, some
literate persons nave formed their own club but this is beyond the reach of com-
mon Workers. The club in the other factory has a women's section and the wives
of the supervisory stan* mostly enjoy radio entertainment.

PART II.

T- MEERUT.

(United Provinces).

The ad hoc enquiry into labour conditions in the sugar industry in
Mecrut district covered 5 units out of a total of 6, all of which come under
the category of seasonal factories. 'The

'

season
'

lasts from mid-Novem-
ber to mid-Kay, unless there is a short supply of cane fa which case it

goes down even to 3-J months. Two of the units under reference main-

tain, like some of the Deeean factories, their own farms for raising sugar
cane. Tn one case, the farm being small,- eane is raised only for experi-
mental and demonstration purposes. In the other case, cane is raised
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in an appreciable quantity for uwc in the factory. Almost all the unite
arc situated close to raihui^ .stations. This gives Hioni an assured supply of

cane and helps them in the disposal of manufactured sugar. A common feature
of tlje.se factories is that the disposal of effluent and press mud is very defec-

tive, with the result that workers have to live in an environment which is sur-

charged with ori'ensive smell.

Employment.

As August is the oft' season and January tle peak month or pimluetion,
figures of employment for January 1939 and January 1944 have been taken
for comparing fluctuations in the pre-war and the present period. From the

following data, it can be seen that there has been an increase in employment
to the extent of ^9.6 per cent, since the beginning of the present war.

TABLE XX.

Total .. 2,5<W5 3,247 +741 29-6

(Excluding Paotorv N<>. 2).

Seasonal \Yvrhi-rx. Barring permanent workers employe! in the engineer-

ing, sales, medical and laboratory departments, all oilier* are discharged

at the end of thet season. No *tatisties are available for determining the exact

percentage of the seasonal workers who are agriculturists. According to I lie

Klutitan O>ininillee.
"

iihuost all unskilled labour employed in sugar factories

in derived from agricultural familio, living in the neighbourhood. The un-

skilled labourers employed in the sugar factories go back to their village hornet

in i he <'#" season and engrave themselves in agriculture "*. Old workers who
have wtirked in previous season* are given preference when remijtment starts

afresh at the beginning of the season.

One unit nmler investigation pays travelling expense* to some of the skilled

workers either at the commencement or at the close of the season provided
their work is satisfactory. Another unit, pays travelling expenses both at

the commencement and 1 the close of the season to those seaonal workers

only whose services are to be retained. The third, the fourth and tbo fifth unit

do not pay generally any sueh allowance to the workers, as aU of them are said

to be living in the adjoiuing villages.

Non-Neagwtal Workers- The staff employed in the office, as also those

working in the sales, medical and engineering departments, may be said to

be non-seasonal. In all the units, workers in the engineering section attend to

repairs and overhauling of machiney and chemists generally to research work,

on lime, sulphur, factory effluence and sugar cane during the off season.

Lcnyth of Service. The data relating to Lira length of service in the units

under survey do not distinguish between seasonal and non-seasonal workers and

*
Report p. 40.
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hence there is a large number of them below one year'f service as is flfiowni tn
the following table :

TABLE XXI.

Showing length of service.

T&nipflrary and Permanent Workers. Workers in sugar factories may be
classified into two broad groups, *.<., seasonal and non-seasonal. Among the

seasonal workers there is a further distinction between those who are sent away
(usually unskilled labourers) at the end of the season and those whose, services

are retained (usually skilled staff) by being paid reduced salary during the off

sonson. In a way. the non-seasonal slaff and those who are paid the retention

allowance may be looked upon as permanent, others as temporary. The pro-

portion of Ihe permanent to the entire staff on this basis would vary between
20 to 38 per cent. The non-seasonal staff in one of the units are, in addition to

benefits of the provident fund, paid bonus twice a year r^ asraiust the seasonal

staff who are paid bonus only once a year.

Apprenticeship. There is no system of appi-enticeship in any of the units

for ordinary or for supervisory posts. Workers are however ndmitted on lower

posts and suhseuuently promoted to Higher ones as and when they acquire
sufficient skill and efficiency.

Promotions.-- There is no time-scale or grade promotion except in one
unit. However, all llir* other units give increments to 1hcir staff on the basis

of efficiency and merit.

Labour Turnover.
No separate records wero available regarding the number of persons who

retired or left voluntarily or were dismissed. It i> a^eorH that unskilled workers
are frequently dismissed. The main causes of labour turnover are sickness,

social ceremonies, and attractions for better jobs in other industries.

Absenteeism.
Absenteeism in sugar factories is except ionallv low in comparison, with

other industrial concerns Nevertheless, on account of the heavy strain involv-

ed in certain occupations workers som^trmps ?ihsrnv {"bpTW.elves. Absenteeism

increases when the marriage season coincides with the crushing period. In

certain localities, rali harvesting takes place in April when agricultural workers

would, of course, absent themselves. One of the units pays a
'

harvesting allow-

ance '
at 2 annas to 3 annas a day

1

during this period.

Standing Orders.

Standing orders defining the relationship between the employers and the

employees are conspicuous by their absence in the sampled factories.

Recruitment.
As surplus labour in the rural areas is generally available, no difficulty is

experienced in recruiting unskilled labourers. Special officers, jobbers or

L779DcL



contractors are therefore abs*ni in the sugar industry. The factories normally
announce the date of comment luent of the season in advance and the old bandy*

present themselves on the appointed date.

labour Officers.

Only one unit has a labour officer. His duties arc confhivd to the distribu-

tion of uniforms to the staff and 1'ic -upei vision oJ: the sanitation of the

workers' colony, insisted by a s
j

anj:;*ry inspector, lie is not concerned with

workers' complain
4

. s wnrt inz.v UierelV, 1 h* loo! (vl upon ,IR a labour officer only
in name. Tlie grievances of \\oHcers aiv represented by the workers' union in

another unit and, in the event of a dispute, the matter is generally referred to

the provincial labour r-onmji'jM'oner J'or Tijitmlion. In all oilier units, the

managers alone look into Ihe ^(.kcrs* grifvnnceK.

Wages and Earnings.
There a>e no hard and f,';.->1 rules for l!n- determination of wages which are

usually fixed according to the nature of the vi-Jilv jiurt the skill and efficiency of

each worker. Th^e has bee* no change in the basic mte,s of \vageh except in

two units where they lu-^-e been raised bv nO per rein, iri ih* case of some of the

low paid employees.

Analysis of Wages nnrf Earnings Pur an analysis of wages and earnings,
data were obtained in respect of 3,658 workers distributed over 50 occupa-
tions in Ml tbe five sampled factories. Of these 8,658 workers, 2,049 or 56

per cent, had worked for th<* fn" wage period which is the calendar month
of December 1944. All were mnle workers and. were time-rated. All the five

factories were working- four shifts per day three continuous shifts of 8 hours
each and one day shift for Ilic engineering and \vorkshop staff.

An analysis ot average da'ly wages is given below.

TABLE XXTT.

Total 3,658

In respect of wages, the mode lies in the group
" 6 annas but less than 8

annas
' '

comprising 44 . 8 per cent . of the workers. The median lies in the

other group
" 8 annas but less than 10 arvnas ". As many as 85.9 per cent,

workers draw less than Re. 11- per day and only a small percentage gets more
than pne rupee as basic wage,s. The frequency table of net earjhing includ-

ing allowances is placed below. This gives an idea of the actual earnings

per day.
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Earning groups.

TABLE XXIIL

No. of .Percentage Cumulative
Workers. to tlie total. frequencies oi Remark*,

percentage.

Less than Annas 8

Aa. 8 but less than As. 12 . .

As. 12 but toss than Re. 1

Re. I but less than Rs. 1/4

Rs. 1/4 but less than KB. 1/8

Rs. 1/8 but less than Rs. 1/12

Rs. 1/12 but loss than Rs. 2

Rs. 2 but less than Rs. 2/4

KB. 2/4 but less thau Rs. 2/8

Over Rs. 2/8

Total

Mod<-Mdian.

3,658 100-0

lii respect oJ' the average daily <.-a filings, the mode aud median lie in the group
"

12 amuiti but ie^s than Re. .1
"'

comprising 6'G.o per cent, of workers. A&

many as iij.J per cent, get below Ks. l|4j- per day.

Deurneut Allowance. Dearness allowance is paid by ail the units under

investigation but at diiierent rales. One unit pays at a fiat rate of Rs. 12j-

per month, another pays 4 annas per He. 1[- oi basic wage subject to a mini-

mum ot
f

Us. 5[- and a maximum of lis. 75|-. in three units, dearness allow-

ance is pai-i at rates varying according to the scales of pay. In two of these

units, dearness dllowajice is linked vv'iih tJie cost of living index number of

Cawupore. in addition to dearuess allowance, 2 units pay a supplementary
allowance and a ration allowance at the rate of Its. (>|- per me^em.

Overtime. According to the employers, sugar manufacturing is carried

on iii three) shifts throughout the 24 noiirs and there is therefore no necessity
or possibility of overtime uork. .Ah tii^uiries indicate tiie possibility of

overtime under certain circumstances It was further found that the system
of paying overtime wages was not normally in vogue.

Deductions, Fines and JFinr Pundit. There are no unauthorised deduc-

tions, no hues and no fine funds in any of the units under investigation.

Wage Period. The calendar month is the wage period in all the factories

and workers are paid their wages within 7 10 days of the expiry of the wage
period.

Closed Dtfys. There are no regular closed days during the season except
for the day-shift. During the oil reason, however, {Sundays and festival

days are observed as holidays for the non-seasonal workers.

Civil Condition.

The enquiry into the civil condition of workers employed in the sugar
industry in Meerut district covered 800 samples. Of these, 695 (86.9 per cent.)
were Hindus, 79 (9.9 per cent.) Muslims, 13 ((1.69 per cent.) Christians and
13 (1.6 per cent.; Sikhs. 224 (28 per cent.) only were literate. 621 (77.4

per cent.) were married and 179 (22.4 per cent.) unmarried.



The number of workers supporting dependants was as high as 768 or

96 per cent, of the total. The following table shows the distribution of workers

according to the number ul dependants :

TABLE XXIV.

Showing distribution of workers according to the number of dependants

supported by them.

In respect of tin miniber oi dependants supported, the group *3 to 4 depen-
dants

' was the modal group covering 41 per cent, of all workers and 42.8

per cent, oi' those with dependants. The total number of dependants was

2,867 which gives an average oi" 3.7 dependants por worker (exclusive of those

without dependants). Thus, th average bi~f of ilie family lies also in the

modal group. This is because of a fairly even distribution of persons with

dependants above and below the modal group.

Indebtedness.
The indebtedness of samples covered by the enquiry is brought out by

the following table :

TABLE XXV.

Showing indebtedness of workers according to the number of dependants

supported by them.

Average amount of debt per
indebted .worker (11^ )

. . 400 301) 365 368 594 390

Percentage of indebted workers
to total in different groups .. 50 69*6 81*2 84-3 91-0 78-5

78.5 per cent, of them were found in debt with a per capita indebted-

ness of Hs. 390|- on indebted persons. But the incidence of indebtedness

varied with the number of dependants supported. Thus, the percentage of

indebted samples without dependants io the total number of such samples
was 50. The percentage rises as Hie number of dependants supported increases.

It was as high as 91 per cent, in case of those with 7 or more dependants. The

average, amount of debt, however, is lowest in the case of those with 1 to 2 de-

pendants, and higher than the average in groups with
' no dependants

' and
'

6 to 6 dependants '.

The table below shows the extent of indebtedness of indebted samples in a

different light. It is seen that 6.1 per cent, only of indebted persons had

debt of less than Rs. 50. Another 16.2 per cent, were indebted from Rs. 51

to Rs. 100. Altogether, 42.5 per cent, person* had debt below Rs. 200. The

remaining 57 . 5 per cent, had a debt of over Rs. 200 ajnd were partly below the

average of Rs. 390 and partly above it.
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table XXVII contains an analysis of the causes responsible for the total

debt of Rs. 2,44,844 incurred by 628 indebted persons :

TABLE XXVII.

Oaue* of debt.

Marriage
Sickness . .

Death

Litigation . .

Purchase of land
Domestic needs
Miscellaneous

Ancestral . .

All

There were altogether 709 instances of loans taken by 628 indebted samples.
50.5 per cent, of such instances were due to marriages and 20.7 per cent, for

purchase of land. Domestic needs accounted for an unusually low percentage
of 3 o.l of loans and si still smaller percentage of 5.9 of total debt. Debt on

account ol litigation and ancestral legacies is remarkably small. The follow-

ing table gives the burden of interest charges on indebted persons :

TABLE XXV111.

Rate of interest.

Amount of Debt
(Us.)

% of total debt

The burden of indebtedness in terms of interest charges is shown in table

XV 111. That it is heavy is borne out by the fact that 65.3 per cent, of debt

was subject to interest charges between 18J and 37 per cent.

Working Conditions.

1. Hours of work. There are three shifts ol workers of 8 hours each in the

processes connected with sugar manufacture. Lii the workshop, the work is

generally done during the day. In one unit alone, there is a -night shift for

workshop men. The following table gives the working hours i'or th<> general
shift :

TABLE XXIX.

There are no overlapping shifts except the day cane shift at 1. It consists

of coolies who unload cane from vehicles.
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Ventilation, Lighting, etc. Ventilation and lighting are generally satis-

factory iu all the units. Where natural lighting is deficient, electric light is

provided. Flooring in all the factories is paved with bricks or is cemented,

though it is worn off in some places.

Thorp are many steam leakages inside the factories which make the atmo*

phere hot and humid and even intolerable townriU the end of the season. The

drains inside the factories are noithe- mloqu.ilc nor properly covered. Only two

factories have rest shelters. 1800 w\. ft. and 1200 sq. ft. in area. There is no

furniture whatsoever in one shelter. As there are night shifts, night shelters arc

considered necessary for workers to enable them to sleep either before or after

the work. Disposal of effluent in almost all the factories is very unsatisfactory.

In one unit the effluent is passed through a pucca drain to a distance of over

one mile to be spread over the fields. In others, there are ponds for this purpose.
The press mud which can be utilised as manure for the fields is permitted to lie

in factory compounds producing pn offensive smell 1] over.

JSlectric and exhaust fans nre conspicuous by their absent. Needless to

nay that, in the humid a^d hot ntiii(.KT>h
rt

i
i
' as i<< found inside th" factories

particularly near the machiiieiy, funs fir*
1 u^.-e^snrv. Xor is there any provi-

sion for the supply of rubber erloves or shoes to workers who come in contact with

lime.

Flush latrines ar provided only in one f-i.--ory Tl ift number of latrine*

is inadequate, except in two pnits Th"re ar> no nrinids in one unit. "Water

taps are f*w in number and are not olncod \\itliip tip- es\- reach of workers
There are no washing or bath in? facilities How^r cool wilir f<r drinking

purposes is supplied in all units.

Welfare Activities

Dispensaries.- All the sampled units have dispensaries where free medical

aid is given both to workers and their families. The system of medicine ia

allopathy in all cases. The prevalent disenrr* ;irc uititaria. dyscntry, diarrhoea,

pneumonia and eye diseases According to the me-lioal officoi of one sampled
unit, malaria and veneival diseases account for 30 per cent, and 1 per cent,

respectively of the total nnmbci of cases. One factory reports a few cases of
tuberculosis. The following statement givqs details of the medical staff,

their qualifications, emoluments and the average daily number of eases treated

in each sampled unit.

TABLE XXX.

Serial No.
of factory.

Emoluments Qualifies -

of doctors tfone.

excluding
allowances

fits.)

. . M.B.B.8.

275 M.B.B.8.

JOG L.M.P.P.

150400 M.B.B.H. ISO in flensae *)

75100 In V
130 L.M.P. offaeuop J

Daily No.
of case*.

150

7080

100 101
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Canteens. No canteen is maintained at any of the factories though one

of them provides tea to night workers. There are, however, private restau-

rants outside the premises of factories.

Grain Shops. There are grain shops only in two factories where standard

cloth, wheat, millets, gram, soap, g-hee and sugar are sold at controlled price

or at ost price, whichever is less. One 1'actory sells wheat at the rate of

5 seers per rupee upto 20 seers U> workers drawing Us. 15 or below per month

and at Rs. J0|12|- per maimd upto one maund to those drawing over Hs. 15|-

per month.

Crevke, There arc 'no women workers in any unit and the question of

creche, therefore, does not arise.

Education. Throe factories run primary schools. The fourth has an

A uglo-Vernacular Mttddle School while the fifth maintains a High School

for hoys and lower primary school for girls.

Trade Unions.

There is a trnde union only in one factory. Employees drawing less than

UN. 200|- per month are eligible on payment of one day's wages ap annual sub-

scription. The union admits outsiders, whose services are considered essential,

as honorary members. The following table gives details of three strikes which

have ocenrred during the last few years one eaeh in three units.

TABU; XXXI.

Se-iaf No.~|Year7
of factory, i

1043

1944

1044

Demands. Results.

1. Workers are not to he discharged for

participation in the strike

2. Wages for the strike days will be given,
3. Workers should get oqnal increment*.

4. Dearneas allowance to be raised

6. Either housing accommodation should
be provided to all workers or house
rent should be given.

6. 12 days' leave with pay.
1 . Payment of bonus in the middle of the
season.

2. D.A. should be increased

Partial strike ongineered by outsider*

No specific grievances.

1 and 3 were accepted. 2nd was rejected
as previous notice of strike was not
given. Dearness allowance wa
linked with the Cawnpore index No-
Eight days* leave with pay was sano-
tioned.

Arbitrated by the Labour Commis-
sioner, Cawnpore. as follows :

1. To be paid at the end of the season
after accounts had been prepared.

2. Increased by Rs. 4.

As a consequence of the seasonal character of the industry, the trade union

workers are victimised and employers refuse to employ the active members
at the commencement of a season.

Safety Acts.

AH the five factories come under the Factories Act, Electricity Act. Payment
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of Wages Act and "Workmen's Compensation Act. They have been inspected
once a year and the following remarks: have been mostly made in the inspection
books :

1. Machinery platforms, etc., are not properly fenced.

2. Latrines are not sufficient and not properly constructed or kept.
.'. Abstracts of various Acts are not properly exhibited.

4-. Attendance registers and inspection book*; are not properly kepi.

f>. Drainage and flooring are not satisfactory.

Occupational Diseases. None of the factories reports any occupational
disease.

Accidents and (ompenaatw'n. The following table shows the details of
accidents and amount of compensation paid in 1943 :

TABLE XXXII.

Serial No. Death. Permanent disablement. Temporary lisMement.

No. Amount paid. No. Amount paid. No. Amount paid.

Ra. Rs. Ks

3 2 2,400 2 769/H 4 41/7/0

4 .. .. .. f*f/H/-

Provident Fund
There arc two factories where a pmvidmit fund scheme is in force. In

one, it is open only to the superior staff, hi the other, it is open to all ijhe

pej'immeiit members of flie stalV frctlinjr IIs* -1 or mure The rate ol' cnnlrihn-

lion is IjlOth of IH'.MC wages for The stall* Belting: between Ks 21 and .">n ujid

l|12th of basic wage* for those who earn more Iban Ks ,">() The employers'
contribution is the same as workers.' Interest at 4 per cent, per annmn is paid

every year and investments arc nuuic in inuliv scirJiritios.

If a member retires from service or dies, the full amount standing; uL'iiin.st

him is ])uid. If he lenves the service after jriviuj? the required notice or 5s

lionourubly discharged, he gets his own contribution with .interest and Ilie

following share of the contribution of his company.

Less than two years' service . . . . . . Nil.

Between 2 years' and 4 years' service . . . . l|4th.

Between 4 years' and 6 years' service . . . . .i|3rd.

Between 6 years' and 8 years
7 service . . . . }

Between 8 years' and 10 years' service .. .. 3|4th.

(hvr 10 years' service. .. .. fnN-

In case of dismissal or departure without prescribed notice, the member is

entitled mly to his own contribution, an'd interest thereon.

Housing.

The total number of dwellings surveyed was 708, of which 496 were provid-

ed by the employers and 212 were private houses. As table XXXIII shows,

one-room dwellings predominated in both classes of housing. 74.fi per c'nit, of

L770I)ofL



employers* houses and 72.2 per cent, of private houses were one-room dwellings,
while two-room dwellings constituted 18.2 per cent, of the total in the former

class and 22 . 1 per cent,, in the latter class.

The following table gives the distribution of dwellings according to

size.

TABLE XXXITI.

Employers' houses. Private houses.

AVhile the distribution of one and h\<> room duellings in the employees' quarters
and privale houses was more or less equal, the density of occupancy was far

from being so ; private houses showing- definite signs <>!' congestion relative

10 the density of occnpatacy in employers' houses. The 212 private house*

comprised 289 rooms and the number of occupants in 1liem was 1,216 ; which

gives the density of occupancy equal to I .'2 persons per room of an average
area of 15'J sq. feet. On the other hand, the employers' houses comprised
(>{>(> rooms and accommodated 1,!HH persons giving the density ot occupancy
equal to :> persons per room of an average area of TIM sq. feet. The averagt
area in the employers' houses was "22 per cent, less than the average area of

the rooms in private dwellings, tlip density of occupancy was on the other

hand less by 29 per cent.

The following table shows the density of occupancy in dwellings of diftVr-

rnt sizes.

TABLE XXX TV.

Size of No. of dwellings. No. of rooms. No. of occupants. Density of occupancy

*& P* Employers'. Private. Employers'. Private. Employers'. Private. Employers'. Private.
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The density of occupancy may be looked upon from another angle of vision.

The following table shows the percentage distribution of habitable rooms and

occupants in dwellings of different sizes.

TABLE XXXV.

Size of dwellings.

1 room
2 rooms

3 rooms

4 rooms

5 rooms

6 rooms

,
of habitable rooms to total % of occupants to total nun

number of rooms. of occupants.

Total

It appears from the above table that in both the classes of houses one room

dwellings accommodated a larger percentage of occupants than AAHS warrantor!

by the percentage of total rooms comprised in. them.

room* and other uHirnHu'x. It is in the matter of the pro-
vision of amenities thai employers' houses stand superior to private houses.

While all houses provided by the employers had got verandahs, among the private
houses only 22.fi per cent, had verandahs. In the matter of kitchens 86 per cent.

of employers' houses had one against 10 per cent, of private houses. Not one
of the private houses had a htli room, Hfi 7 per cent, of the factory houses

enjoyed this amenity. And so too in respect of water supply, electricity, drain-

age and ventilation, employers' houses stand much higher than private houses.

The following: comparative tables show the amenities in the houses.

TABLE XXXVI (a>.

l ubaidiary rooms.

'

No. of; No. o?
roi >jus. dwellings.

'

Verandahs.

With : Without I With [Without.

Kitchons.

IWithout

Employers' Houses.

Alldwolli.is ..| 182

One room

Two rooms

TABLE XXXVI (b).

Private Houses
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PART Ilcontd.
GORAKHPOEE

Out of a total of Jo sugar factories in Gorakhporc district, 9 employing
7,1128 Workers were setected for purposes of an ad hoc enquiry into labour con-

ditions. This represents a sample of 69 per cent, of all factories.

Employment.
The following: table gives the number of workers in eai'h of the sampled

units in the years 1939 and 19M.

TABLE XXXVTT.

Showing employment in 1 !:!!) and 1944.

Sorial nutabor of factories. January 1939. Jantiarv 1944
Increase (-f ) or %incrcase (+ )

decrease ( ) or decroase( )

Total 7,515 7,923 {-408 +5-43

It is clear that, in comparison with the pre-war employment figures,

there has been a slijrht increase in the number of operatives in 1944 in (tlmoxl

all the sampled units. The table Driven below gives the diatrilmlinn of time-

rate and piece-rate workers in the different sampled units.

the di&tributwn of time-rule and piece-ride worker*.

January 193J*.

This table shows that the majority of workers are paid on a time-rate basis.

It is also apparent that, except in one cast-, there has not been a considerable

change in the proportion of time-rate and piece-rate workers in 1944 as com-

pared with 1939. Tn some units, contract lhonr was engaged for sewing,
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stacking and loading
1 the sugar bags and sliuuting the railway wagons. In

other units, employers directly engaged labour on daily wages or utilised

workers from other departments for this purpose.

None oi' the sampled mits employed any woman <or ,child labour

The following table gives the distribution ol' workers according to their

length of service in the sampled units :

TABLE XXXI X.

Showing distribution of workers according 1o the length of their service.

Length of service. No. of workers in1945 Percentage to total

As the sugar industry in (Jorakhpore lias been established for the last many
years, the largest number of workers (including seasonal workers) had put in

over 10 yea i>. of ser\jce aiid the new workers with less than a year's service

\\ITO hardly 11 per rent, of the total.

PertnttHCH.1 and T< tnpowry \Vorkant. Instead oi' the usual

into permanent and temporary workers that holds in perennial Factories. the

workers in ..muir factories may be classed as seasonal and non-seasonal. Anion<r

the non-soilM >n u i staff there are two categories the** who get Full pay all the

year round and those who get a retention Fee during the iflVeason . No special

privileges were given to non-seasonal workers except that leave with pay is

granted in certain units. The following table gives the distribution of seasonal

and non-seasonal workers in the sampled units :

TABUS XL.

Showing percentage distribution of seasonal and non-seasonal workers in
tlte different sampled unit* at Gorakhpore.

Percentage of non- Percentage of sea-

Serial number of factory . seasonal workers to sonal workers to
total. total.

1. .- 14-2 85-8
2. .. .. .. -. .- .- 22-9 77-1
3. .. -. - 16-5 83-5
4. .. -. - -. 5-0 95-0
5. .. .. - 25*0 75-0
fi. .. .. .. .. .. 30-0 70-0
7. -. -- .- - .. 25-0 75-0
8. .. .. - - -. 17-0 83-0
9. .- 34-0 66-0

Apprenticeship. In none of the sampled units was there a regular appren-
ticeship system.

Promotion.None of the sampled units had any system of graded or time-

scale promotion. Promotions were, however, said to be given at the discretion

of tie management on individual merit and efficiency. The technical staff was

given promotions from time to time.
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Labour Turnover.

Information, in respect of labour turnover under different causivi was
collected by my Investigating staff from the attendance registers of sampled
units. This shows that labour turnover in sugar is smaller as compared with
other types of factories. Nearness of home uf unskilled and semi-skilled

workers, absence of more lucrative occupations in the neighbourhood, the

coincidence of the crashing season with the slack season in agn.Miliiire and
the payment of bonus in some units to workers in continuous service are some
of the causes for low percentage of labour turnover in the sugar factories.

TABIiE XLT.

Showing labour turnover in 1939 OMd 1944.

Cases. 1930 1944

Voluntary .. .. ., .. .. 4-72% 3-29%
Dismissal .. .. .. .. .. 0-18% 0-32%

Total .. 4-9% 3-51%

Absenteeism.

Absenteeism, as calculated by the investigating staff from tin 1 attendance

registers was 1.9 per cent, in the season 1938-39 and 2.9 per cent, in 1943-4-4.

It may be noted here that most of the mills stopped Crushing by the uiiddlie of

March in 1939 whereas in 1944 crushing continued upto the cud ol' April. As
April is the harvesting month in Gorakhpore, absenteeism evidently increased

in 1944. Absenteeism as such is dm- to tiiikness, social ceremonies and \u>rk on
ihe iields. It may be noted that absenteeism during crushing season in the

sugar industry is comparatively less than in. some of the urban industries.

Standing Orders.

There were no written rules or regulations governing the relationship of

employers and employees in any of the sampled units. Only in the wise of the

supervisory staff, some of the factories entered in an agreement, in regard to

pay, period of employment and other conditions of service.

Recruitment.

Recruitment of labour in the sugar factories presents comparatively less

(iifficnlties than in other industries. The question of de noro recruitment of

most of the skilled workers does not arise as they are retained for the whole

year. As the crushing season starts, the unskilled and semi-skilled workers

present themselves at the factory gates and recruitment is made by depart-
mental heads, old workers always getting a preference over new comers. In
the case of the recruitment of unskilled workers, there is very little, evidence of

jobbery and corruption but the case of the .semi-skilled workers is different. As
the fixation of their emoluments depends on the recommendations of the depart-
mental heads, it is alleged that corruption and favouritism arej not uncommon.

Labour Officer.

None of the sampled units has a labour officer. Cirievances of a minor
character are heard and decided by departmental heads. Complaints of a more
berious character lie with the manager, the managing agents or the proprietor.
The workers alleged that the approach to labour problems was entirely mecha-
nical and they were not consequently satisfied with it.

Wages and Earnings.
The basic wages of unskilled workers have increased during the war

by 20 per cent, in seven and by 50 per cent, in one out of the nine sampled
factories.



There were no hard and fust principles determining the wage rates of

^ategoriep of workers. Tin* wage rate for mifckiiled labour WHS 6 annas
a day iu all the units. (^ualifkaliojhs, experience and efficiency of the indivi-
dual operative were said to be takon into consideration in determining the wage
rales of all workers.

Df-amesx Allinrwucc, Itonux, (Inituily, <:/c. All the i'avtories under reference
have been giving dearness allowance to their employees wince 19-11 -42. Eight

'

I'Mi'toriw* bad adopted lh<> graded system oi' allowance while one had a flat rate.

The rates ranged from 50 per cent, of the wage* to 7f> per cent. The follow-

ing table gives the details of dearness allowance :

TAHIJS XLIi.

Fae-
Present rates.

Date of intro-

duction or clearness

allowance.

1941-42.

1943 -42.

4.

5.

1941-42

"1941-42.""

"

1941-43

1st .Ian. 42.

Deo. 1941

Not known.

TatTJan. H>42.
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The award of bonus depended 011 the profits of the firms and this privilege

was extended to those workers oiiiy whose services were good and satisfactory.

The amount of bonus ranged between ir> days' and tt months' wages of the

employees.

Overtime. No overtime uas said to be worked. The workers however

alleged that, in ease of break-down or other emergency, they worked overtime

without payment.

Deductions. No deductions were said to be made by any of the sampled
units except for purposes permitted under the Payment of Wages Act. How-

ever, the workers in one unit alleged that they were compelled to subscribe i'or

certain purposes such as the construction of roads or for school.

There was no fine fund in any of the units as. normally, the systejn of fines

is not in vogue.

Wage period. In all the im'its under reference, the wage-period was one

calendar month. Waes were paid within seven days of the expiry of wage
period.

Holidays. There' were no regular closed days during the crushing season

in any of the sampled units. The shifts were so arranged as to give 32 hour*'

continuous rest in 13 days to each operative The workers in the day-all i ft were,

however, allowed a weekly off-day. During the off-season, Sundays are regular
closed days Important festivals, both during the crushing aud the off season,

are observed a holiday* but, in none of the sampled units, wa* a list of approved
holidays maintained.

of irafirx w<l faruini/s. Data of wages and earnings of workers
were collected from the pa> rolls of nine factories for all the employees who had
worked the maximum number of days in the month of January 1945. This

covered 4,912 workers out of a total of 6,638, giving a sample of 74 per cent.

The following table irivrs further details :

TABLE XLTII.

Serial number of factory. Number of workers. Number of samples. %of samples to the
total.

6,638 4,912 74%

All the workers were men and were time-rated. The basic wages are

mostly within the prroup
* 6 annas but less than 8 annas '. This group covers

as many as 4,570 out of 6,638 or 69 per cent, of the sample. The next, largest

jrroup gets less than 6 annas and covers 17.5 percent of the sample. The
following table gives the basic wages of tli^ workers in the sampled units :

L77ftDofL
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TABLE XLIV.

The net earnings of workers who Imrl worked for the maximum days in

January 1945 show that 5, -");!() workers, out of a total oft6,fi38, or S3. 6 per cent,

get between
*

8 annas but less ihan 1- an}nas
'

including allowances, overtime

etc., and as many as S9.4 per cent, workers get below Re. 1. Only a small pro-

portion of 121 per cent, workers draw over Rs. 2JS. The following table shows
the details of the net earnings, including

1

allowances, et<*.

XLV.

Earning groups. No. ' -f workers. IVmsntape of t otal.

Total 6,638 100-0

Working- Conditions.

Skiffs. In all the) sampled units there were 4 shifts in force, :> of 8 hours
each without a rest interval for the manufacturing department and one day
shift of 10 hours with a rest interval of one hour for the engineering depart-
ment. Workers in the manufacturing department worked in rotation in three
different shifts. No overlapping shifts were worked in any unit.

Zfos7 Skelters. Rest shelters were not provided in any of the unit^ and the

employers even asserted that they were unnecessary.

General Working Conditions. In most of the units visited, ventilation wan
generally satisfwHory. In 4 units, the flooring was cemented and the general
cleanliness was fairly good. In the remaining 5 units, the floor was brick-
laid and was uneven and broken at places, Th* drains inside 2 units were al)
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covered and kept clean, while in others they were neither clta** nor properly
covered, in the majority of cases, there were iron staircases. Jn two units

there were wooden staircases, the condition of which was not at all satisfactory.
The upper floors of two units were made of wooden planks so loosely fitted that

they were a real danger to the workers. In one unit, the building had not
been white-washed for a long time. Machinery was not properly fenced in

certain units.

In many cases, sulphur fumes leaked out of the .stoves and sii Irritation
tanks, creating a source of danger to the operatives. In 5 units, juice heatiuy
tanks were uncovered and the steam made the surrounding temperature u,
bearably hot. This was responsible for skin burns in the case of juice heater
attendants. Heat near the eliminators was also excessive due to the juice

being heated to boiling point. Only two of Ihe units were fitted with a heat

reducing device.

OuJy one unit supplied boots to the operatives working on liming tanks
and furnaces. Two units supplied uniforms free of cost t<> the oilmen and
engine drivers.

Thip picture of the general working conditions would not be complete
without a mention of the condition outside the lactory buildings. This is

important because it has a direct bearing 011 the heaJtli and well-being of the

workers and the population of the adjoining areas. The method of disposal
of tkc snllage water, molasses and press mud was defective in many of the

units. Only in three of the units there were soaking pits for the disposal of

sullage water. Two of them were not properly constructed and the water accu-

mulated in them. In two units, the press mud was removed in railway wagons
to the specially constructed manure pits, whereas in others the cultivators

bringing cane to the factory took the press mud on their carts on the return

journey. MoJasses was mainly sold out to tobacco manufacturers. One of

7he sampled factories was erecting a distillery for the manufacture of alcohoi,
which in the iieai future would provide i better uhanjiiel for the disposal of

inclasses. For tlm tune being, however, the atmosphere was very foul.

Sanitary Arrangement*. In all the units, hand pumps or Ups supplied
tiriiiking water lo the workers. Latrine* were H!NO provided but, in* sonic

cise.s, separate urinals were absent. 81 range though it may seem, the workers
iii some factories Avere forbidden to use the latrines so that there was no

necessity for cleaning them. The majority oi workers, too, preferred to use

open fields. There were no bath rooms or washing facilities.

Welfare Activities.

Jhspciixurit'H. All the nine sampled units had their o\\n dispensaries for

the benefit of workers and their families. In some cases, the benefit was also extend-
ed to outsiders. Six factories had allopathic system, l! homeopathic and one

Ayurvedic. The diseases prevalent among .sugar workers were malaria, skin

diseases, constipation, dysentery, cough and cold, colic, bronchitis, influenza,

syphilis, gonorrhea, etc. in one of the allopathic dispensaries, the doctor

in charge was an M.B.B.S. while, in the other ,">. the doctors were
licentiates of medicine. Replies were in the negative as to the presence of an

occupational disease in 8 units. In. one unit, it was however found that a

bulphitation tank attendant once suffered from asthma due to the inhalation

of sulphur fumes and the consequent inflammation of Jungs.

In none of the units are workers examined before employment or in the
course of employment.
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Canteens. There were no canteens in any of the units, but facilities did
exist for the supply of tea and light refreshments outside the factory premises.

Educational Facilities. One unit maintained a school up to the 8th
standard. There were 6 teachers and 163 students on roll. Another unit

provided a smalJ hut to the District Board for running a primary school.

Then* was no arrangement in other units for the education of worker*?7 children
who had to walk for 2-3 miles to attend the village schools. Nor have literacy
classes heen opened so far for the benefit of adult workers.

Grain Shops. In 4 unilK cheap grain hop,s existed, supplying rice, wheat,
pulfleu, sugar, washing soap, etc., at controlled wholsale prices. In one of the

units, there was a co-operative store which supplied cotton cloth in addition
to other commodities.

Trade Unions.
There are 7 trade unions of sugar workers at Qorakhpore. The following

table give.s the relevant details.

TAHLK XTA7!.

Namo of 1 he union. Ditto oi registration. MtnnbrrKhip. Subscription arid

admission jet*.

Of these, the Kathkuiyaii Chini Mill Mazdoor Sangrh is affiliated to the

Ti'ude Union Congress and the rest are affiliated to the Indian Federation of

Labour.

The growth of trade unionism among sugar factory workers has not

very satisfactory, for the leadership in six of the .seven trade unions in Foreign.

OnJy one Irade union i.s an organisation of the workers alone. The seasonal

iinfuH' of the industry and the lack of education among workers may he

said to be 1h two stumbling blocks in the healthy development of trade

7y "ikv *.- One strike took place in one unit in 11KW for an increase in

. Another strike occurred in a second unit iu March 1940 for a similar

demand l.oth failed.

Safety Acts.

Factories Act. All the sampled units came under the Factories Act.

The extracts of th different Act* were displayed on the mam gates oi all t*
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units but no attempts were ever made by employers to explain their provision*
to the workers.

The following table shows the frequencies of the visits of the Inspectorate
staff in the sampled units.

TABLE XLVJ1.

Showing the frequcncttx of the risil of Hie Inspector.

Serial number of

factory.

1042

Total . .

AYcragr jjor factory. 1-S

10

1-4

Oil a perusal of the inspection reports 1 find that a vory large number of

the remarks relate to the fencing i>J' nuichinery arid KuardiiiK of pulleys jand

iidixlly 4 to 5 percent relate to other provision^ of the Factories Ac.!, or to other

labour laws. This should not indicate that labour laws are administered satis-

factorily.

Occupational Dts&utex. None of the sampled factories, except one, accept-
ed the presence of any occuj>ational disease. There WK a case of asthma,

which, on diagnosis by the civil surgeon of Gorakhpore, was found to be due
to lh" inflammation of the lung tissues caused by inhaling of sulphur fumes.

Accidents. Ordinary accidents were reported to have taken place in

home of the sampled units. In most of them, free medical aid and leave on
full pay was given for the period of incapacitj- to work. Two factories paid
Ite. 58|15|6 and Rs. 20|34|- in 5 and 3 minor cases of accidents respectively.

General. There was no system of provident fund, pension or gratuity
for the benefit of workers in any of the sampled factories.

Civil Condition.

Of the total number of 6,928 employees in the manufacturing, engineering
itrid workshop sections of the sugar factories, a random sample of 1,357 persons
was taken for an ad hoc enquiry into their civil condition and indebtedness.

JP/4C6 of Origin. As many as 1,233 workers in the sample were domiciled

in Gorakhpore and were drawn from the neighbouring villages within a radios

of 5 to 10 miles of the factories. The following table shows the places of ori-

gin of the workers in the sample.
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Total

Age Di*1nb*t(itw.- -The age-groii|)
"

2."> 10 ;() years
'

covers a.s iiinny a?

.$96 or 2H.8 pereent of the workers in Ilie sample. Both the median and mode
li. in this group. The other groups are on either side of the modal group and
jfl.:"W percent of the workers are between 20 and 23 years and 22.92 pereent
between J10 and :tf years. The following table gives the age distribution oi

sampled workers.

TABLE XLIX.

(H tli.\frii*i<1itni of t\<nn}}ltd it'orl < /'.s.

Age ru])s.

12 to ir> \var

Jo to 17

17 to 20 ..

20 to 25 .

25 to 30

30 to 3A .,

35 to 40

40 to 45 .,

4fi to 50 .,

to 55

05 to 00

Over 60 year*

Xc. ofworkni'H. Purcenta^ to total

(

Total

37

311

93

fiS

11)

9

4

1.357

o

0-07

J-73

!!:*

1-40

0-6(>

0-20

100-00
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Religion and Literacy. Of 1 357 workers, 1,211 were Hindus, 143 Mus-

lims, 2 Christians and one Sikh. The percentage of literacy in the skilled

slaflP is sufficiently larjje but very small in the ranks of unskilled workers. On
the whole, however, 385 or 28.4 percent workers wore literate and could read

and write a letter in their mother tongue.

Marital rnndntnu.- l,24o or JH.7 percent of workers were married and 112
or 8.3 percent were unmarried.

I)cpaneln nls. - l,JJ2ii worker* had dependant* who included not only \vive.s

and children but, in a number of cases, parents, widowed sisters and their

children. As many as 40.4 percent workers had to support a, family of 3 t*

4 dependants, which may bo ^aid 1o be the modal family became the otjier

large group of workers inpportinr o to f, dependants \va,s 30.2 percent. The
total number of workers supported was ;V>f)0 which gives n average of 4.2

dependants .supported by persons with dependants.

The following table gives the distribution < i' workers according to the

number of dependants supported by them

TABLE L.

No. ot No. of workei s. Pwontngo 1 o

Totul.

Without dependants*

With 1 to '2 dependant*

3 to 4

5to

7 and ovr T ,,

230 17 o

f>4i 40-4

410 30-2

137 li.]

Total

Indebtedness.

1,357 100-0

Ol* 1,357 workers. 1.0H6 or SO percent wore found indebted to the extent of

R,s. 2.07,951 and the t>er capita indebtedness thus amounted to Rs. 191. That
there is an unmistakable correlation between the number of dependants sup-

ported and the average amount of debt and the frequency of loans is clear from
the table given below :

TABLE LI.

tfJiowiHfi indebtedness of workers according to the number of dependants
supported by them.

I Total nnmbfir
I indnhled.

N... of dopend.mts.

Without dependant *

With 1 toi'dfiprnda
3 to 4 .....
fi to ....
7 jind over

Total

10

134

452
364
12f.

J.086 2,07.951 191 80-0

The table shows that the average indebtfdnf** increases a thf number of

dependant* supported increases.



following table gives, the distribution- of indebted persons in specified

TABLK LIT.

Kxtrnt of i

] klit u|ito Rs.50 ..

!><-l>1 between KR. 51 and I(M>

,. f Ha. 101 and 200 ..

., ol Ks. 201 and ovr

Total 1.O86 100-0

It is evident from lliis table that as many as 622 or 57.3 percent worker*
are indebted to the extent of not more than Rs. 100 each. The percentage
of workers rather heavily indebted is about 20. 'J since the per capita debt

between
'

Us. 201 and over '.

Causex of i'tid<'b1rtliif*)t--A large number of loans (469 out of 1,275) has
i/een taken for expenses on nut rr mires and social festivities connected therewith.
The system of universal marriage and dowries is responsible for 41.2 per-
cent of the total indebtedness anil almost Jll recently married workers were
found to be heavily indebted. Though in certain iiidhidual cases indebted-
ness on tin's amnint went to over one fliousand, the average was Rs. 183.

Risinjr prices due to the war have increased the burden of indebtedness.

The cost ol' living has increased out of all proportions to earnings with the

ivsult that as many as 439, out of 1,275. or 34.5 percent of the loans and
19.3 percent of the total indebtedness is due t<> excessive expenditure on

domestic ni^ds. Loans I'M- productive purposes, such as the purchase of land
and cattle, nccounted for 12.4 percent of the loans and 14.. > percent of the

debt,

The following table gives the analysis of the c.aiises of indebtedness among
the sampled workers.

TABLE LIIL

of Debt.
Number of Pwrcentafije

instance* of of all

loans. loans.

Amount of Percentage Average
debt. of total amount of

debt. debt.

Rs. R.

All caufton 1.275 100-0 2,07,951 100-0 163

Kate of interest . The village mahajan or the moneylender was the principal

agency for the majority of loans. The rate o interest in the majority of cases

was very high and 74.6 percent, of the total debt was taken at rates varying
between 18J percent and 37J percent. The other details about the amounts



borrowed at different rates of interest are given in the table below -.-

TABLE LIV.

Total 2,07,961 100-0

Housing.

The housing survey extended not only to the quarters provided by tlif eni

ployers but also to the lif'ighhourhig village houses.

Employers' Quarters. The houses provided by the employers are nor-

mally of three kinds : family quarters, coolie quarters, and quarters for semi-

skilled workers. There is, however, no standardised type as one finds on the

railways. The family quarters are generally given to supervisory and other

highly paid technical staff. They normally consist of one room, one or two
small verandahs, u separate kiteheta. In trine, bath-room and courtyard. The
roofs are generally tiled or cemented. The c-oolje quarters generally consist of

one small room wild ,\ verandah. They are made baek to back, each side having
a verandah which is normally partitioned to form a kitchen. The semi-skilled

workers" quarters are generally brick made and the walls, floors and roofs

are all puc-ca. The rooms are srene-rally bigger than those in the coolie quarters.

Private Houses.-- The private houses in the villages of Gorakhpore are

generally of two kinds : one with courtyard, generally owned by the well-to-do

cultivators and petty zemindara and the other without courtyards, the houses
of the common men in, the villages. The latter are called EJepalin being under
one roof.

The survey of housing conditions covered 711 dwellings, of which 276
were provided by omployers and 4ftJ> were privately owned. The following
table shows the number of dwellings in each category according to their size.

Of the employers' dwellings, 90 percent were one-roomed. Private houses
were fairly well distributed in different groups as is shown in the table below :

TABLE LV.

Number of dwellings. Percentage to Hie total.

Total 276 435 100-0 100'

L77f)DofL
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The density of occupancy in the dwellings of different sizes is higher by
O.tf person* in tlif quarters piovided by the employers but, in one and two

room dwellings, the uensity <> occupancy in private owned houses is greater

by l.r> persons in e*ch c,ase. The average sixe of the room in the employers
1

quartern is 107 square feel as against an average of 72.7 square feet in the

case of private dwellings. The aveisge area per occupant comes to 30.5 and

22.7 square feel respectively.

The following tunic slums density of occupancy in dwellings of dilVcrent

sizes :

TABLE LVI.

'No. of dwellings.
' No. of rooms. No. of occupant f.

Size of dwelling. Employ PiiYfttr. Employers'.
1

Privntt. Employers'. Privnt*-. 'Employers." Private.
''

|

:t 3

2-7

2-2

3-2

poreentaaro distribution of occupants in dwelling of different .sixes

relatively tn the ]>ei*centiij:<
j distriliution oi* rooms in them is shown in the

1able belov ll is seen that, in both c.Htef>'ories of dwellings, the ]>ercentage
of total occupants aceominodjited in small dwell in*rs--jai-ticnlarly one-room

dwellings in the ease of employers' houses nd one and two-room dwellings
in the case of private houses is larger than the pen-entajre of rooms com-

pi'ise-d in them.

TABLE LVII.

Total 100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0
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Regarding general amenities found in the dwellings surveyed, the follow-

ing table gives a comparative statement in respect of both the classes of
houses. Though botli of them are generally poor, the employers' houses show
better housing standards. They are better so far as the provision of

verandahs are concerned but the private houses are comparatively better

equipped with courtyards and kitchens. Jiath rooms tire foiispicuoiLN by
their absence in both the types of houses.

TABUS LVIII.

Showing provision of amenities in all dwellings in general and in one and
two room dwellings 'in particular.

Lt7-hie,s are provided in tlie employer*" houses but not in the private

ones. From the point of view of electric light, drainage and ventilation,

Hie employers' houses are better than the private houses. This should not lead

to the coueJusion that the employers
7

houses tire idea] or oven tolerably good.

The drainage in the villages is totally absetnt, while in the employers' houses

there are drains normally at the back of houses but the flow is so slow that water

stagnates and emits an offensive smell.

The following table shows the details of other amenities provided in the

two kinds of houses :
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Water Supply and Light. The main source of water supply is from wells.

Employers have fitted taps in certain factories for the common use of workers,
but the average works out to be 25 to 30 families per tap. Electric light,
wherever provided, is free. It was only in the case of one unit that the

general workers' quarters had electric light.

PART III.

CHAMPARAN.

(Bihar Province).

Of the nine sugar factories in the Champaran district, nve were selected

at random for an ad hoc survey of labour conditions. One of these units

was established in 1907, two in 1932, Ihe fourth in J9:tt and the fifth in l!Mfi.

The sugar industry hi Champara n, ,-is jii other places, is seasonal and
about 70 per cent, of the workers find employment only for a period varying
Jrom a to f> months in a year. The engineering staff, however, is kept en-

gaged throughout the year for (overhauling and repairs in the off-season.
Some of the chemists are kepi for soil and cane analysis, hut most of them and
the ptiiimon are given a retention allowance varying from 3o-l|o per cent. 10
M> per cent, of their emoluments.

The following table gives the length of the crushing season in 4 sampled
factories during the last 3 years :

TABI/E LX.

Showing the length of swso*.

Serial number of the factory.
Yew. ,

2 3

Average .. .- 111-7 124 113-7 109.7

As the table above shows, the season varies from 70 days to 161 days.

One of the sampled units, owns a farm, but the estate workers are not in-
cluded in the cope of my enquiry. The percentage of seasonal workers, who
are also agriculturists, varies from 75 to almost 100. The factory which gives
an estimate of 75 per cent, is situated niear a town and some of its workers
are evidently drawn from the urban population.
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Employment
Th? number of -workers employed in. the sampled factories i as follows :

TABLE LXT.

Slutumn/ tin 1 number of workers ('Hiployrd.

Total number Total number Percentage Total numbor Percontact-
Serial number of of workers of workers increase (+ ) of workers increase (+ )

factory. employed in employed in or decrease ( ) employed in or decrease ( )

Jan. 1939 Jan.'l944 since Jan. 1939. .Tan.' 1 944 since Jan 1939

I . . 458

2 . . 74f>

3 .. Not available.

4 . . 558

Total (fwlii'lnij? No. :\\ 2.2K1

Total for 1944

January 1944 figures are 21.4 jer -ent. higher and January 1!M.">

are &2.4 per cen1. higher than those of January 19:W. The increase has not,

however, been nniform or even continuous in different factories. The mini-

her of workers employed in one factory. Tor example, shows M decrease of

4. (i per cent, in January 1944. as compared with January 19oJ) and iigures
for January 1945 are lower than those for January 3944 in another factory.
The increase in 1945 in individual factories varies from 8.6 per cent, to 66.4

per cent. The 1945 figure is generally in excess of .1944 figure and shows an
over-all increase of 8.1 per cent.

Workers were employed through contractors in one unit where they
formed 15.8 per cent, of the total strength and were paid directly by the

management, the contractor serving as mate over them and receiving a remu-
neration for his work.

Length of Servwe. The following lable sive^ the data aboul the length
of service of seasonal workers as collected from 4 out of 5 factories.

TABLE LXII.

Showing length of service.

Total .. 746 100-0 810 100-0 000 100-0 691 100-0



The first group (0-3 year) is by far the biggest. The second group com-

prising 15 years' service comes next in the first two units., the reason being

thai the employers have begun retaining a fair proportion of the technical

staff, as also MUD*' seasonal workers on a permanent basis. The other two

factories discharge aJl their staff at the end of the season.

Temporary un<l r^rmancnl \l"f*r/, rrx.~ Four out of "> .sampled units clas-

sify their workers into temporary and permanent. lu actual practice,

this means, except in one unit, a. differentiation between seasonal

and non-seasonal workers only. In one factory, all workers who havi

put. jn one year's service are designated as permanent and enjoy some distinct

advantages over the temporary start'. Out of 45 per cent, of the total strength
in this factory, which is classed as permanent 20 per cent, are seasonal em-

ployees and 25 per cent, non-seasonal employees. Permanent workers are

entitled to join the provident fund in one factory. In another factory, the

establishment staff alone can join it. The privileges in regard to leave in three

sampled units arc summarised below :

TABLE LXII1.

Permanent.

Superior ntafl'

Other* ..

Factorv No. 1 . No. 3. No. 4.

I

1 month'H privilege leave) J/llth of wrvice, maxi- 1 wook to 1 month,
i i mum of :tO days a year

|

j

accumulated upto 360
i days.

!
JO days' sick leave ..

j

Casual ]/30th and sick
'

I l/30tli
15 days' privilege leave,

j

1/fiOth of service npto 7
j

I *eek plus 7 days'
7 day' siek leave. day8 in the year anloave Hiek and casual leave.

Superior staflT

Others .. . .
\

1 days' privilege
I days' sick leave.

1 ,TUth oi Hervic< an
'

<KHual leave and l/5<>th
' us sick leave.

>
, JNo leavo.

No leave.

. Of tin- three units that train \vorkers, one 1ms a regular
system of fipprenticeship. Normally, apprentices are kept for one year. For
the first six months, ther do not ^et any remuneration. In the second half of
the year of training, they are paid some emoluments. The period of appren-
ticeship is counted towards service for purposes of privilege leave, etc., but
there are no set rules to this effect in the other two concerns.

Labour Turnover.

.Considerable difficulties were experienced in collecting the data, about
labour turnover. The records were not kept in proper order, and, naturally,
the information was gathered from the attendance registers personally by the

investigating ,stntf'. Figures of dismissals, resignations and retiremente in

3939 were available from only one unit. It appears that the turnover was
22.3 per eont. in 19.'W and *J1.:i per cent, in IfMlJ. Of the other two factories,
for which data were available, the turnover was 29.8 and 36.3 in 1943 respec-

tively. A very large number of workej-s is normally dismissed in the manu-
facturing sections for various malpractices, e.g., stealing sugar and other things.
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Absenteeism.
The figures for absenteeism were available only in 4 sampled units. These

are given in the table below.

TAJiLK LXIV.

Average Days"- Total Man days Hate of

Yoar. number worked Man days. lost. absan-
Serial Number of factory. of

workers.

Absenteeism i,s not high except in ihc <-H.M of the first unit. It i stated

that as the latter pan of tin- crushinv season, long .s it was, coincided with the

harvesting period in 191'!, iib,scntceisni incroasri.1. Xoriually, absenteei.-Mn in the

.season is not high and N due iuu.stl\ tu sicLness and social ceremonies, especially

marriages.

Standing Orders.

Two of the I'adnrie.s have i?ot standing orders, deHninjr the ierni,s and <-.on-

oitioiis of employment and relationship between the management and the

workers, e.g., tin* period of notice required for the termination of services, the

lights and pmilpfreH of workers including the rules about allotment of

quartern, etc. A labour sub-committee has recently been appointed by the

Bihar Sugar Mills Association to frame such rules in consultation with the

Labour Commissioner, ]*itna.

Labour Officers.

None of the .sampled units has any labour officer. The Managers deal with

complaints and grievances of labourer*. There is no works committee in any
unit.

Recruitment.

"Worker** are recruited by the fiends of Departments, ?>., Chief Chemist
and Chief Engineer from among those who offer themselves for service at the

Kteb. Vacancies of skilled hands are usually advertised in the local papers
and selection is made on the ba.sis of efficiency and skill. Complaints of bribery
and co'Tuption among the time keepers and other departmental heads in res-

pect of fresh appointments were received from a iVumber of workers in the
d units.

Wages and Earnings.
None of the fac,torie,< hfs got anv graded or time-scale promotion. Wages

vary in some case*; from worker to worker in the same job. The wages of file

unskilled workers are, however, fixed by the Champaran Sugar Mills Associa-
tion at a minimum of Us. IG'14 fine-hiding dearne&s allowance) per month.
The following table gives the basic wages for certain categories of workers in
1939 and 1945 :
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Analysis of Wages and Earnings.

Of 3,409 workers employed in the 5 sampled units, wage data were
collected for different occupations in respect- of 2,144 workers who worked for

the maxim inn number of days in January 1945. This gives a sample of 62.9

per cent. The workers were all males find were time-rated. The frequency
tables in jvspeet of their basic wrurcs .show that as many as JM61, out of 3409,
i 69.3 per cent, workers draw between 4 annas but. less ihau G annas. .Another

485 workers, 14.2 pei cent, of the total, fall in the group
'

6 annas but less than

b anna* '. Other details of the basic wages are given below.

TABLE LXVI.

Frequency table showing average daily wayes (not including allowances).~'~

Total .. 3,409 100-0

The average daily net earnings of the majority of workers at Ghamparan
were in the group

" ^ annas bid le.i-h than 1'J annas
'

which covered as many
as H'2.1 per cent, workers in the sample. The wages of a very small minority
of workers, 12.4 per cent., were above Its. 2|8|-. This group covered the highly

paid technical and engineering stall. The following; frequency table shows
the earnings inclusive of allowances and overtime of the workers in the sample.

TABLE LXVII.
"" " "

Total .. 3,409 100-0

Wages of Contract Labour. Contract workers are in evidence only in two
factories. They are paid directly by the management in one unit and their

wages are at par with those employed on similar jobs. In the other factory,
however, contract labour is paid according to work. The contractors work
with other workers and distribute the earnings equally.

Dearncss Allowance. The following table analyses the position about
clearness allowance in respect of different sampled units.
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In the third unit, workers have not BO far received the bonus.

Travelling Allowance. Barring Factory No. 2, travelling allowance ia

other units is generally paid to the skilled workers in the sampled units, the

retained workers in one unit get single journey fare only.

Overtime. According to the replies submitted by three of the factories

it appears that the workers do not generally work overtime. The other two

pay overtime according to the Factories Act. Records of overtime work and

payment re maintained and are open to inspection by the workers.

Fin ex antt Deduction*. Only one factory imposes fines 011 workers rang-

ing from 2 annas to 8 annas for coming late, absenting without intimation,

neglecting duties and disobeying orders. A fine fund is maintained but there

is no balance in it. The amount outstanding in the account is used for the

beiiofil of the families of the deceased workers. In three factories there is

the system of making day to day advances for consumption purposes. Each
month the accounts of the workers are debited to the extent of outstanding

1

advances and the balance is paid to them.

Wage Period. The following table gives the wage-period in the five sampl-
ed units :

TABLE LXX.

Weekly Close Days.

During the season, there is no regular close day but, in the off season,

Sunday is observed s such. The day shift gets one day off in a week while

those working in the manufacturing sections get an interval of 32 hours every
twelfth day. The regulations regarding holidays have not always been obeyed
by some of the factories under enquiry.

Shifts.

The following table gives details of shifts in fore* in different sampled
mnits :
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All the factories have 3 shifts of 8 hours each in addition to a general

day shift, called
' D '

shift.

Working Conditions.

Ventilation is generally satisfactory, except in one factory which is rather

old. The drains in most of the factories are uncovered. The atmosphere inside

the factories is hot and even humid, the latter being the rjesull of numerous
steam leakages. It is invariably choking near the sulphitation tanks. The

temperature in the vicinity of the pans is very high except in one factory
where fans have a mitigating effect. Exhaust-fans do not, however, exist in

any of the factories.

Latrines and urinals exist in all the sugar factories and though their num-
ber might be quite sufficient from 1hp point of view of the Factories Act, their

general sanitary condition was hopelessly bad. The result was that they were
not very popular among the workers who preferred the open fields to them.

Besides water taps, there are no other washing and bathing facilities. T!he

premises of some of the factories were very dirty and foul and pungent smell

emanated from the press mud and the dirty drains. Of the rest shelters pro-

vided in two factories (area 860 and 1,312 square feet) one w1i.s without any
ventilation and the other was a tin shed without any furniture. Needless to

sy tlial the accommodation was unsatisfactory and inadequate, and could not

be made use of even by the night- shift workers.

Welfare Activities.

Medical Facilities. Dispensaries existed in all the sampled units and
the system of medicine in all was allopathic. There was an additional homeo-

pathic dispensary only in one concern. The following table shows the details

of the medical facilities provided by the employers.
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The doctors in 3 out of 5 factories were part-time and attended either on

eall or at fixed hours daily. Tu one unit, there were 10 beds and facilities

existed lor indoor patients. But the general practice of the employers was
to send the more serious cases to a hospital which was partly financed by them.

The most common diseases among; the workers were malaria, dysentry, in-

fluenza, small pox, typhoid and kalazar. 50 per cent, of the cases Avere dn<*

to malaria alone. About 10 to 20 per cent, of workers suffered from venerea

diseases. There was 110 system of pre-employment medical test or follow-up
health care.

About 25 per cent, of the workers in the sugar factories are addicted to

the use of intoxicants like toddy aaid mo less than 80 1o 90 per cent, of them
are either tobacco smokers or tobacco chewers.

Canteens. Though regular canteens were not in evidence in any of the

sampled units, facilities did exist outside the factory premises for the supply
df j/t/r and light refreshment. The management of one unit supplied (fur and
tea to workers who worked in the open in winter.

Creche. None of the factories employed women workers and hence the

necessity for crecliat did not arise.

Educational Fadlrtics. A primary school was run by the local govern
meiit at one unit. Two .sampled units had high schools. One factory sub-
scribed to a middle school, while the other had its own middle school.

Theiv was no particular provision for the education of adult workers.
Three factories had dubs, which, though theoretically open to all workers, were
out of the reach of the lou paid staff lor they could not afford to pay a snbscrip
lion of S annas every month. Two oj' the clubs have libraries which are used

exclusively by the members.
Grain tfhoiHt.- -liice, wheat, alia, dal f sugar, cloth and uoap wen- avail-

able to the workers in the premises of A factories at controlled prices. In one
unit supplies wer< given below the market prices.

Trade Unions and Strikes.
Trade unions are unknown in the ('haiuparan Sugar Industry. Two of the

sampled units have had one strike each. The strikers in one wanted family
quart ere and permission to Form a union. The latter request was granted but
nothing materialised. The strikers in the other unit wanted increase in wage*
but they were not successful.

Safety Acts.
All the factories come under the Factories Act and generally observe the

jirovisions of the Electricity Act, Payment of Wages Act and the Workmen's
Compensation Act. The only steps taken b> the managements to acquaint their
workers with the provisions of these Acts i through thf posting of their
abstracts.

Factory Inspection. During the last 10 years, each sampled unit had
8 13 inspections which roughly gives an average of one inspection per year.
The perusal oF the inspection reports shows that a majority of remarks relate
to the absence of fencing of machinery or guarding of pulleys, to lack of sani-
tary arrangements, lailure to observe holidays, or to post the abstracts re-

paired under the various Acts.
The following table shows the accidents aud the compensation paid in

the sampled units.

TABLE LXXIII.
Showing ac.Ment^ and^ compensation paid in 1943.

* NoT of accidents'
'"" " "

Number of factory. ,
*

, Compensation paid.
Minor. Serious. ^

1 RB. 900.

'

2 Rs. 84 and Rs. 385. Total - R. 40/-.
1 Rs. 2/11 .

3 2 Rs. 2/14 & KB. 5/10/0. Total - . 8/8/f .

_4 8 Total RB. 54/14. [_
3.

4
S.



There were few very serious accidents in 1943. The wearing of loose

clothes is discouraged and, in one factory, 100 persons working on moving
machines are provided with uniforms.

Provident Fund, Pensions and Gratuities.

Provident fund exists for all permanent workers in only one factory. In

a second factory, it Ls open only 1o II u* supervisory Muff. There are no pen-

sions or gratuities in any unit.

Civil Condition

A randomised sample of 049 persons \\as selected Tor enquiry into their

civil condition and indebtedness. The majority of them, 5.M> or 85.6 per cent,

were Hindus. Of the rest, 8(> were Muslims, 5 Christians and "2 Sikhs.

The number of literate persons among the sample was 3JJ2 or 29.6 per

cent. only. 573 or 88.3 per cent, of the sampled workers were married, but

the number of persons with dependants was higher at. 631 or 97.2 per cent.

The modal group is 3 to 4 dependants, where the. frequency is as high as 36.1

per cent, of the workers. Another ;>0.3 per cent, had o to 6 dependants. The
total number of dependants supported by b'Ul persons encumbered with de-

pendants was 2,715. This ^ive.s ai. HU-nigc of t .'! J"pendants per head of those,

with dependants. This average is .slightly abnxe the mode. The following:
table shows the distribution of workers afcordiug to the number of

dependants.
TABLE LXX1V.

Number of dependants.

No. of

worker*,
IVrccntugt*

{groups.

Nil
1-2 dependants
3-4 dependants
5-6 dependants
7 and over dependants

18

110

S3

2-8
17-9
36-1

Total .. . <>4
| 100-0

Indebtedness.

The stale of indebtedness of samples is brought onl by 1he following I able

TAHIJE LXXN7
.

Out oi' 649 persons, as many as 485 or 74.7 per cent, were in debt. The
average amount of debt comes to Ks. 224.5. The average indebtedness of

persons with lew than 4 dependants was below ihe iiveitoge for all. ^\s the
number of dependants increases the peiventiijre indebtedness also inci^.uses.

Causett of Indebiedness. 485 indebted persons had tak<jn 660 loans, that
is to say, some of them bad Taken more ikni one loan. The expenses on

marriages were responsible for 40.8 per eeul. of ind'btedne.ss and 37.7 per
cent, of loans. The following table shows indebted ness under different causes.
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The distribution of indebted persons according to the actual amount of

debt is sen in the table below. 11 appears that lfc.2 per cent, of the workers
were lightly indebte'd with a dc'.t, of less than Rs. 00. Another 24.3 per cent,

had a, debt of between Rs. ,*>! and Rs. 100 and 26.4 per cent, had a debt of

between Rs. 101 and Rs. 200.

TABLE LXXVfl.

Showing the distribution of indebtedness in Hie specified groups.

Total .. 485 100-0

Hate of Jnterexr The bulk of debt has been taken at very high rates of

interest, i.e., between 18J and 37-1 per cent. The other details about the rate

of interest are given in the table below.

TAI:L* LXXV1II

Total . . J08.874 100-0

The managements of three of the* sampled units advance money- to workers
of interest. The amount is realised from wages in easy instalments.

Otherwise, the -mafia,inn is? the usual agency of tho^e loans.

Housing.

Except in one factory, a substantial percentage of workers is housed by
the managements in rent-free quarters, us is shown below :

TABLE LXX1X.

Showing the. provision of house*.

Total .. 1,397 3,602 38 8



My housing survey covered 651 dwellings, of which 156 were privately
owned and 495 were supplied by employers. The great majority of the latter,

93. IJ per cent., were one-room dwellings. OF the former, 45.6 per cent. wv?re

one-room dwellings, 26.18 per cent, had two living rooms and 1C. 7 per cent,

consisted of three rooms. The following table gives the, distribution of

dwellings according to size.

TABLE LXXX.

This table shows thai private bouses are ^rell distributed among the differ-

ent sixes

The average density of occupancy in private houses was 3.3 per room of

an H \eraarr area of 160 ^'.wuv feet as against 4.1 per room of an average area

ol' 306 stjuaie fe-el in flu- employers' houses. But the density of occupancy in

dwellings i<nt tuning 1 to 4 rooms was greater in private houses than in

H'iployerV houses.

The following table shows th t de.nsity of occupancy in dwellings of

different sizes.

Ri7,e of d

One room

Two rooms

Threw rooms

Four rooms

Five rooms and over

One room

Two rooms

Throo rooms

Four rooms

Five rooms

Total 156 317 1.035 3-3

T^BLB LXXXIT.

Employers
9 Houses.

Total 945 652 2,239 4-1
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Density of occupancy <an bo looked upon from another angle of vision

*s well. The following table* H]IOITO thp percentage of habitable rooms to the

total number of rooms ar.d thp percentage of occupants to the total number of

occupants.

TABLE LXXXIII.

Percentage of habitable % of ooonapants to total
rooms to the total number of occupant*,
number of rooms.

Employers' Private Employers' Private

Total .. 100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0

This shows that 94.1 per cent, of occupants in employers
7

houses were

living in one room dwellings. In privale houses, the percentage of occupants
ii

1 one room dwellings WHS :>4.'{
;
in two room dwellings 26.1 and in three room

owrllings 17.4. The remaminQ 2L'/J per cent, wore living in dwellings con-

taining 4 rooms or more. Tbe table referred to albove also shows that one

room dwellings accommodated a higher percentage of total occupants than

Uie percentage of total rooms oompriwd in 1hem. Altogether, living conditions,

from the point of view of congestion, were better in privately owned houses

than iu employers' houses.

From the point of view of amenities liko verandahs, bath rooms, kitchens,

latrines water-supply, electririiy, drainage and ventilation, the employers'
houses were much better than privately owned houses. The private houses

weiv tetter in the provision oT subsidiary rooms and courtyards only. The

table below gives more details about the comparative provision of amenities

in employers
7 and privately owned houses.
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Darbhanga.

Of the five sugar factories iu Darblmnga, three were selected for an ad hoc

survey of labour conditions. They were established in 1914. 1921 and 19IJ4.

All are seasonal and work lor 2J to 4i months between December and April

every year.

Employment
The number of workei> employed in iho sampled factories is as follows :

TAbLB LXXXV.

Serial number of

factory.

January 1939 .January J944

.. 1203 h i) adolesconts 1117 |-
9 aduJott-rntH

= 1212 11^5

462 770

775

Total 2,44!) 2,r,77

Percentage increase (-f-)

or fiixtraaw ( ) HIIK-H

J.tii. L939.

7-1

) 66-7

12-1

-1-6- J 2

Of the estimated number of 40'.;0* workers in all the factories, sampled and
< thrr&, 2fi63 (64.0 per cent.) were covered by the units under investigation in

January 1945. It will be seen from the table abort that employment in

January 1944 increased only in one out of three concern**. It went down in

two of the three concerns in the season 1944-4f>. The reason according to

the employers is to be found in the exceptionally low supply of sugar cane,

probably due to the
'

grow more food campaign ', the comparatively more pay-

ing food crops and transport, difficulties. Taking all the sampled concerns, the

total employment which went up in January 1944 by r>.:> per cent, as compared
with the pre-war figure registered a slight set-back in 1944-45.

No sampled factory employs auy woman labour but, in one unit, nine boys
between ll* and 17 were engaged. Their number is, however, very small and

they arc usually called upon to do light- work.

ftiasonal uwlie-rs. About 70 per eent. of the workers are discharged at

tiio end of the season. Almost 90 per <-eut. of the seasonal workers are agri-
culturists and go back to land. The engineering staff is kept in the off-season

for maintenance, repairs and over-hauling of machinery and plant, while
the chemists and laboratory assistants, who stay in off-season, work on soil

and (;aue analysis and &aide *he administration on technical matters.

Length, of Service- -Service records were available in 2 units only. The
following table gives the length of service of workers in them.

TABLE LXXXV1.

These figures refer to January 1946.
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The majority of workers in or.e factory have put in more than 10 years'

erviee, while in the other an overwhelming proportion has done only one

year's service. This is becau.se the former does not formally discharge it*

workers at the end oi' the Reason but keeps them 01- its rolls. The other dis-

charges its workers at the end oi' each &ea.v>n and re-employs them next season.

Permanent and IrMporwy workers. Home sort of classification a*

between
'

permanent
'

and *

temporary
' workers exists in alj the units. Tin-

following table gives the percentage in each category.

TU*LF LXXXVJl.

jnal number Teipoiar\ Porwancitt

of factory

2 .. .. .- '" !>-

3 .. .. .- - ! *7 '
fi 2-4

At factory Mo. U, the pe-tnaucu;. workers do not enjoy any special privi-

leges. At factory No. 1, the permanent skilled workers get 10 days' wiek citid

casual leave and" 1(1 days' pri\ileir- leave while unskilled workers will) jmu-e

than 5 years' service get 7 cHy** siek and casual J<ave. Temporary workers

get sick leave 011 the recommendation of the medical oftiecr. A| the tliird

factory, permanent workers %** a month's |rivilege leave, a week's sick leave

on full pay and a month's si-.-k Hm- on Half pay v hilt t"iuporary workers get

7 days' privilege leave or, if l!i'
iy d'> not avail themselves of il. ;i weeU'i- wtitreB

and b days' sick leave on full p'ay and a fortnight'* on half ptn

Apprentice-fillip. Apprentice tjtier.>, ami painuen are rjnployi-ii Jit Iwo

of the units. One of them also takes in apprentice turners. The period of

apprenticeship which extends trom "2 to :' years is counted towards total service

in both places.

I'rt'.mitioHis. Time scale L
iroiiioiion exists in only (ne unit and, though the

jnauagiMiicni coutejid thai it eM^nds to all workers, ihe niiskilliNl \\ii-ker.N a;r'-

actually excluded. There are grade promotions in the other concertos, and

workc'rs fire normally promoted on the basis of meiit and efficiency.

Labour Turnover.

Considerable difficulties were experienced in the collection of data on Inborn

turnover, for the reason that, while one factory does not maintain any such record.

the other two concerns have diflpreut practices in vofriT
1

. All \\orkers;, for

example in one factory, whether seasonal or otherwise, are kept on the roll

throughout the yej.r and are paid a retention allowance of 2f> per cent, (skilled

\\orkers; and JO per cent, ^unskilled workers) of their emoluments. In the

other factory, however, he seasonal workers are discharged at the end of the

season. Attempts were, however made to collect the data about labour turnover

for all workers during the season in 1JKJ9 and 1943. It appears that,.whjle
in 11)30, (>.7 per cent, workers left in one concern and 12.6 per cent . in the other,

Ihe corresponding figures for 3J)43 are 3.0 per cent, and 4.M per cent, respec-

tively. According to information colFooted from one concern, it further appears
that the displacement of a certain percentage of labour took place in 1J':W due to

some attempts at rationalisation. The causes responsible for labour turnover

are dismissals due to stealing and other bad practices and voluntary resigna-

tions on account of btter opportunities in war-time factories and armed forces.



Absenteeism.
The following table jrnvs absent eeLsin iigrures for 1939 and 1943 in on*

unit and lor liMo only in ihe .second unit. Fijrure* for 1939 in the latter and
for 19o9 and 1943 in the third unit were not available.

TABLE LXXXVIII.

Factory number War

1939
1943
1943

. vanes from lactory to factiry, duo to illness and social

feremonies.

A s'tiidy into Hu- t'tmst's for Jen Ye granted in 1943 in one unit reveals that

hk'knesM is lite main eausf ami Hecouuts for nearly one-third of the total leave.

Other I;IIIMS are Driven in tlie tall<> below :

J uiucLXXXlX.

Srtml number

Number of

duyn for]
whi*h leave

sauctioufd

110

Percentage

Own .. \

Family's Jf

Do.-nh

HOUHO
Laud

168\ j
21 -5\

89J
I

11-4/

257 I 32-9

ii'K & roiiHtnu tiou

Total

63
84
17

251

82

8-0
10-7
2-2
32-]

100-0

Standing; Orders.

Tl.t-re are no :taii>liii}r --ru-rs in any unit. <n< i unit has merely laid down
u i'e\\ uilt.s in rospeel <>i' ilk1 termination of services.

Recruitment and Labour Officer.

RecruitmeiH is done diiedly hy the niananjeinent from amongst those

ollerin^
1

1liem,selvreN tit (he u'nt.e, relatives and 1'riend.s oF existing workers heing

yfiven prel'erenee. Tin* old workers (where they are discharged at the pud of

the wUNOji) are informed thioiigh their mates. The a})pointment of the techni-

al personnel is made by the management a Tier taking into consideration the

recommendation of the departmental heads. None of the sampled units has

any* labour officer or works committee and the grievances are normally heard

by the heads of department* or the manager.

Wag-es and Earnings.

The following tahl-. gi\-s the increase in basic wages of the different kinds
F workers since 193!) .

TABLE XC.

Clans oflnbout

Unskilled

Semi-skilU'd

Skilled

b'actoty N<>- I

3 to 10%

Factory No. 2 Factory No. 3

No change in basic

wage rates.

9 to 12 %
25%
43%
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While one factory does not employ contract labour, the second does BO

on different jobs. At the third far-lory, contract labour is paid about 10 per
ent. Jess than labour directly **mployed on similar occupations.

Wages are lixed on the basis of the nature and type of work, experience
and triiininj* of th" worker and the rates prevailing i the neighbourhood.

l>earii'>ss allowance is be'ii paid since Marcli 1940 in one factory -uid

January 11)4] in another. The present rates are as follows :

TABLE XC1.

Those gottinn Factory No. 1 Fai-lurv No. 'J F.u lory No. 3

I S
\ 7

) (i

r>%
-< %
L-10%

Tin 1 ihird unit paid bonus varying from 1^ (1,'vs' to 11 months' wages in

thi- \c',r T!)41-4
k

J and !." HM.V.S' to
'

fc

j* inonlhs" wa "(- j,j JJM'J-1:5 MI.! UU.-S-4-1,

'!<'(,!; n:- L Die number ol' s -asojis the worker had linen wilh Ihe firm Those
who )tiji worked for ."> seasons ^ot the maximum of 2J. monllis' bojius. The
firsl unii, jrave a bonus of 2 months 1

salary to its permanent staff and one
nionlh's Hilary 10 its i-'rtjporary staff in H>4o. 11 jihes one week's pay in iieu

i)f lt v ' Ifj its seasonal work-'rs. Tin- s< ,
I i.uii jrives i>nr month

T

s wa-g'es as

lionns ver\ yenr in jt.s workers, lloth bonus and dearnnss ,.!!( \\,.m-e aie
eoMsi'U-refl lemporary lor the duration of the war fn additioji. one fnelory
^ivevj ,ui o'i! season allowance oi' 10 per c'Mil. of IIA *<> nil unskilled workers
Him L!.> IH-I- tent 1o skilled \\orkers Of ihe three sam]>le r

l factories, one gives
li'avllliiii and food allowance duriii". the journey t. all workers joinin<r service

and another pays railway fare ami food cliai'fres to some worki rs. \eH|les.s to

wiy that the.sc ad\pances are deducted from wa^vs

Ow/'tt.'tt work owl Dcditciioitx. According to tlu replies of ihe employe:
1

*,

overtime work is not normally done excn))t in eases ot serious breakdown, when
rnhs lain lwn \i\ ^he Factories Acl (1934) regard in<> the payment and calcu-

lation of overt inir allowances are followed. .Proper registers showing over-

lime done I),- each individual operative are kept by one factory while in others

record is made as and when overtime is done. Mv investigations however
shewed that overtime \\ork is done and paid for in the form of compensatory
leave on ihe subsequent day for the same duration. Some of the workers have
been I'on ih I doing work continuously for long hours extending in certain eases

ti 1'.

/'nits. -Fines are nor imposed in any of the sampled units. But workers
an !>/ \va\ of punishmnit suspended for a maximum of 10 days at one of the

factories and a similar practice to a smaller extent is followed in other factories.

VTf/f/r r<nw1 ami Close Dayx. Wage period iit all factories is the calender
month except in on<> where 50 daily rated coolies are paid fortnightly. WHITES
are paid within 7 days of the wage period in all thr factories tinder enquiry.
In the off season, all workers tret Sundays off and. in one fin-ion-. Saturday
afternoon too. Tn season, the day shift alone gets a weekly holiday on Sundays
and others get a day off by rotation in a fortnight.
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Analysis of Wages and Earnings.

Ouf nf ^.555 \vorkeiv; in the .sampled imils. wage data in rospu't of 1,061
workers verc collected fjs they had worked the maximum number of days in

January HMf>. This represents i\ sample of 76.7 per cent. All workers were
innle ;md were time-rated. Tm- basic wages of Hie largest number ol' workers

(6f>.2 por cent.
1

) were in tlie j-roup
*

6 At*, but less than S Annas ' and as many
as JK1.7 per "(nt. workers, nrfordhig lo my enquiry, get less than 12 annas per
day. The following table crives other details about basic wages excluding
allowances.

r

l\BLB XOTT.

Wage groups Number of Pcrcentapo Remark*,
workers to the

total

4 AP. but II-HK thfin fi Aft.

As but l.ss Uiun 8 As.

8 AH but Inn* than 10 AH
10 A^. but. IOSK than 12 AH. .

12 As. bub If SH than 14 As.

14 Ac. bul ICRH than Re. 1

Re. J In, i less Us 1/2 .

Bo. 1.2 but IUHR than JJs. 1/4 .

Rt>. J/l but less 1hat> Ks. 1/8

Re. l' but Ji-fls than RH. 1/12

Rs. J 12 but low- than R. 2 .

Ovci Rs. 2 . .

Total 2.555 100-0

h> respect </!' vages Hie model lies in the group
'

As. but less than 8 As.'

comprisin/r 65 "2 per cent of workers. The net earnings of the workers includ-

ing aUovtiMoes and cnerliniu M'asres are niostjy in the jrronp
*
8 As. but less than

12 As
'

wJiieh covers ,is many ;is S6.(i ]>er cent, workers. 91.9 per cent, of

the workers draw ]( -s Hum TJe. 1. ')uly a very smnll })OreentMjre of workers,

particularly in thr more techuiciil In-anebes or skilled oeuu])tioaiR, draw over

Rs. "2 8-0 The following table gives other details about the net earnings.

TABLE XfTTI.

Earning groups

Leas than 8 AN

8 Aft. but IOMS than 12 A*.

12 As. but !"nsthaTi lit- 1

Re. 1 but less than Rs. J/4

Be. 1/4 but JceK than RR. 1/K

Rs. 1/8 but Jen- than Rs. 1/12

Rs. 1/12 but less than Rs. 2

Rs. 2 but less than R$. 2/4

Rs. 2/4 but less than Rs. 2/8 .

OverRa 2/8 .
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Working Conditions.

There are four shifts in fi'l the fac.toi ier> oL' whicJi three, shifts of 8 houra

each are worked in the manufacturing section and one day shift varying from 9J
to 10 hours is worked in the engineering section The Col lowing table gives the

necessary details.

Serial
umbor of 1st shilt

Factory.

TUJLK XC1V.

2nd shift 3rd shift Day Hhifl.

7 a.m. to 3 p.m. 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. J 1 p.m. to 7 a.m. 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

2 . . 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 4 p.m. to 12 midnight 12 miiiiutclit to 8 a.m. 7 a.m. to IU-30 p.m.
1 p.m. u r> p.m.

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. 1 a.m. lo a.m. 6 a.m. to 1:1 noon

ii p.m. Jo 6 p.m.

Ventilation and lighting are generally good. Wherever natural light is in-

sufficient, artificial light has been provided. Exhaust Tans arc conspicw us by
their absence. However 1lier i-; no eon"-es<ion ir :my <>!' the units.

Drainage was satisfactory only ir. one faciury. h others, drains were mi-

covered and at places blocked up, with the result that wat-r o\erfH>wcd. As
tlix* cano carrier section \\IK withtMit ixiof in a number of factories, the workers

were oxpused to sun and rain.

Rest shelter wiiw provided only in one unii where ii has au area of 4,500

square feet. There "were no chairs and benc.h'N and the floor was covered with

straw to (liable workers 1o sle'p

Welfare Activities

Latrines ,-jjd urinals in the sampled unit.- won- MifnV.ient but they were
not kept in a proper sanitary condition.

Educational facilities to the children of the workpeople are provided in

only one factory which runs H i>riinir\ school. T}i other fudories have no

(schools of their own bin there are public schools v tlu vicinity

Canteens are not provider! by the managements. Facilities however uxist

outside The factory premises for the purchase "'' ! and lij^hi refrcshm^nls at

market j'ates. Two sampled units niainlain "-rain sloops for -the supply of

wheat, ,'7<*/, rice, it*., al controlled ])rices

Medical facilities. All the sampled Tar-tories have dispensaries for the
benefit of their workers On factory has hi juUlition n;ot arranpemeiits for

indoor patients. The Ktreiisrth of the medical staff and their emolumenls are

piven below.

TAiflDB XCV.

Emolumonts including
allowances

(KB)

82/8

111/9

Not available

No. of casos.

SoHaon60
Off season 25

5

40
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The system of medicine in all dispensaries is allopathic. One factory

employs a part-time doctor and ai others the doctor?, are allowed private

praci ice.

The most prevalem diseases are malaria, kalazar, hookworm, and

dyspepsia. Some of the stomach troubles may bt uue to the fact that workers

get 2 hours' interval for meals and run back from their homes to the factory.

One of the doctor* was of opinion lhat the interval should either be longer

or refreshment should 1>- provided at the factory. Xot many cases of venereal

diseases are reported and, according to one doctor, there were only two cases

during f> years in lus dispeiisim.

According to the employer*, there are no occupational diseases in the sugar
factories. Workers arc neither examined before employment nor at subsequent

periodical intervals.

A large percentage of workers is however addicted to toddy-drinking, and

tobacco and pan chewing.

Trade Unions and Strikes.

At present, there js no trade union in existence in any of the sampled units.

A hali'-liearte,d attempt was made ti> set up -A union in one of the factories but. it

failed.

One strike took phh-e in oii unit in February 1945 and lasted for only

six hdurs. The workers demanded an off-season allowance and a bonus equivji-

lent to one month's wages. They were given neither but the deamess allowance

was increased with a retrospective* effect from 1st January 1945.

Safety Acts.

All the factories arc said to observe, the provision* of the Factories Act,

the Payment of Wagers Act, the Electricity Act and the Workmen's Compentta-

tion Act.

Factory inspection lias nor been as frequent as it should be. The three

i'aMoritt? among themselves had only 27 inspections in 10 years. One of the

factories has hnd only (J in 10 years. It did not havv any inspection for two

consecutive seasons in 1910-41 and 1941-42.

The factory jnspeeliM-s have generally confined their attention to fencing
of machinery and railing of la-lders and platforms. The failure to display

notices for dates of payment of w t<jres and abstracts of various Acts and in-

sanitary conditions of factories have also been pointed out. One factory was
asked to build urinrils and the other to keep an overtime register. The provi-

sions weirding uuiviminn hours of vork laid down in the Factories Act have

often been violated and my investigating statl heard several complaints on this

score.

Accidents.

There have not been many accidents in any of the units. In one, there was
a minor accident in which a compensation of Us. 11-15-0 was paid. In another

unit, there was one accident and compensation amounting to Rs. 7-2-3 was paid.

Provident Fund, etc.

Provident fund benefits exiM in all the concerns but gratuities or pensions
are not paid. The following table summarises the provident fund ruleg.
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Civil Condition.
An enquiry into the civil condition of sugar factory workers at Da>bhanga

was conducted on a random sample of 490 workers. 419 of them were Hindus
anil 71 Muslims.

Literacy. 66 persona only (or 13.5 per cent, of the total) were literate.

Marital Condition and DepCHdancy. 464 or 94.7 per cent, workers were
mariied. The majority of them had dependants to support and the follou'ing

table shows the number of their dependant.

TAM,E XOV1J.

The model group is with
*

T> to (i dependants
'

1 hough the other group
4

l{-4 dependants
'

is equally large. The total imiuluT <!' dcpuiidunts supported
by 48(5 workers \va.s *J,207, giving an average of 4.5 dependant:-, per worker.

Indebtedness.

The percentage frequency nf the indebted workers .ict'ording to the num-
ber of dependants supported Ivy them i.s seen to incrcH.se as the number of

dependants increases. The following table i.s instructive in this (Connection.

TAP.U xovrn.
mdrbtcdwxs of worjsfr^ ,/m/Y/w// to tin numlxr of depnidmils vup-

l>u them.

The j)fr capita indebtedness is Rs. 182. 2ii.7 per cent, were indebted to
the extent of Rs. 50 or less and another 25 per cej,. had debt between Rs. 51

and Hs. 100. The maximum limit of indebtedness of 28.5 per cent, of indebted
workers in the group of Rs. 101 to Rs. 200 was a little above the per capita
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figure Tt appears that per capita indebtedness ha* been pulled up consider-

ably by i lie relatively heavy indebtedness of almost one-fifth of indebted

workers as is shown below.

TABLE XCTX.

Causes of Indebtedness. Marriages nccount for the largest burden of debt.

3^.1 per c.ent. of loans and 30 per uenl. of tola! tiebt are due 1o marriages.

Domestic needs come next in importance und iiccounl for M3.3 per cent, of

loans and 29. 2 per cent, of debt. The percent apt 1 indebtedness on death is

17. Altogether, 4i!4 pontons had taken 512 loans

Tlic following table shows indebtedness midei different t-auses.

TABLE C.

Cause* of debt.

All causes

No. oi Percentage of Amount of Percentage Average
loantt. all loans. deht. in .iinuuut of

toliil debt

512 100-00 77,086 100-0

Thought a fairly large percentage of workers in the sugnr factories are

agriculturists and are connected with land in way or another, the percentage
of debt on productive purposes such as purchase of land and cattle is remark-

ably small. The percentage of debt due to litigation is not very high, but the
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'.'ii is rather heavy on thos/ \\l\n have imjuiTeo it. Six loaiis of an average
of Ks )6M have been taken.

Malt of Intcrcsl and Agcm'i/ 'ot Loans. The main agency for these loam
is i he village xmihajan. The Palhan moneylenders; are not uncommon. The
burden of interest charges is fairly heavy as 66.2 per cent, of the total debt

lias been taken a.1 vale,-,
-

aryi-nsr between 18 ;

i and -'74, per cent. Only 17J pr
went, oi debt was free of interest mid i\a*; taken from friends, relatives or

employers.

The foilo\vJiifr ijibk- JL-JVPS the Inuviou 01 intoiost I'hai'ji^s of the Joans.

TAI>LE CT.

Housing.

Tlie thiee sampled fai*irios housed 10, 12 and 2o per cent, of the workers

respectively. A very large ].eiveu(;ipe of them is housed in thatched huts, which

provide very pour slult*r against sun f,n.l r:iin. The other kind of houses are

generally siujile-room teiioinonts Imilt of bmuhoo \\iilis, covered with mud plaster

and thatcJied roofs. There .-nv some pn^i barr.-u-ks to serve as family quarters,

mostly for tin 1

j)evm;nient eni]il(iyres in tlji- f

i
iji}

1

'!!-;
M.fo !u*".>ii]!>> ti Dnrbliniiga cohered JJ44 dwellings, |th of

iv hiugle-rooiued. Tiie 1o! lowing table gives the distribution ot

according to wize.

TABLE Oil.

L779UofL
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The average density was 4 per room of an average area oi' 13

feet, but density in one room dwellings WH& 5 persons per room. The

table gives the density of occupncy in the dwellings of various sizes.

TABLE CHI.

square

The percentage of occupants in one-room dwellings was 73.6 against

58.5 per cent, of the total number of rooms comprised in them. The percen-

tage of occupants was smaller than the percent-
1*" of rooms in dwellings of

larger ti&e.

TABLE CfV.

Percentage of Percentage of
habitable rooms to occupants to total

total rooms. number of

occupants.

The amenities, which go to relieve congestion in Jiving rooms and which
contribute to elementary comforts of life, are very inadequate. It will be seen

that subsidiary rooms are extremely rare. .5.7 per c'iit. only of one- room

dwellings and 18.1 per cent, of two room dwellings had subsidiary rooms.

The position in respect of verandahs aud courtyards was, however, slightly
better. Nearly 25 per cent, .if th? dwellings were in possession of them. 91.1

per cent, of one room dwellings and 70.] -per cent, of two room dwelling
were without kitchens. The living rooms were being used as kitchens as
well.

The following table shows the distribution of

dwellings surveyed by my investigating sta-ff :

these amenities in the
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PART TV.

VUVYUR, SAMALKOT AND NELLIKUPAM.

(Southern India).

Employment.

Three sugar factories in Yuvyur, Samalkot and Nelliknparo wore selected

foi an ai hoc survey of labour conditions in Southern Tndin. One of these is

a seasonal factory and ihe other two are pereniiia
1

factory's. Th" seasonal

faetory works roughly from Decomber to Apr?l even* year and, except the

permanent employees ard the supervisory staff, a 1
! others are discharged after

the cane crushing season is ovor. The other two factories manufacture con-

fectionery and alcohol. Figures of employment for tlie same years in all these

factories were not available. I had consequently 1o fall back upon 1939 in

one case, 3940 in the second and 1041 in the third ono.

The following tables give the figures of employment in the first unit.

TABLE CVTT.

No women or boys VHow 18 are employed in this factory. All workers are

on monthly rate and no piece-rate svxlem prevails. All worker nrp paid and

employed directly by tho Company and there is no contract labour at all.

The details of emplovm^-it in the second nn:"t are as follows :
-

January 1945.

1,059

1.02.1

The j^reat increase in Mnjpluvm^ut in Jan^nty lf^r> is Hn* to tlio fact tint

one unit which manufacturer! snprt-.r from pnhnvi-j .iasrLTery only switched on

to cane last year. The cam* mill poiisrnu'tion was eomi>]plPil Ia1p in January
1944 and work was bejyun i]i Fri>ri:ar- 1044 willi an additional 204 casaal

coolies. This year the season hepan in Do^ombfi' jnid t.h* ffiotory employed
S15 casual labourers in addition to tlie 7'* 4 I'.-'GTTilftF workers. As can bo seen

from the above table, the number of niece-rai<* workers is very small (70 per

cent, in 1939, 5.5 per cent, in 1941 and onlv 0.2 per cent, in 1945). All

labour is employed and j>aid direct!v by the compziny and there is no con-

tract labour at all. The factory eraplovs onlv 7 wonen and no children,
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The statistics of employment in the third unit fi.ro a* follows :

TABLF TJX.

January 194ft.

1,839

i

1.77K

The number of piece-rate workers is very small in this factory ax well.

I,fn<itli of Nw/fr.- Two units do not iimintaiu any service registers and

h",UT if was not possihli to tfd ftny data regarding length of service for their

workers. The- following fignm; relate to the length of service in the third

unit

OX.

Those between and 1 \enr of scrvic' . .. 337

Those between 1 and 5 years of servie'* . - 352

Those between 5 and 10 years of service . . . 263

Those over 10 vears of service. . . .. 814

Total .. 1,766

(rnrf Temporary Worker*. Fn alJ the three factories, workers

nrc classified as permanent nd temporary. Tn one unit, all workers recruited

i'<"' the season aiv eou a Klired : to'iporary. Tho*-, that sire i-etained in the

o/i* sojison tirr retrnnled j^ p^nnanr-nt. aii'J aiv tl!^hle for fi days' sick leave

iih-i 9 tl::ys" privilege le;n-e ii- : voar Tpnii^oraj^ workers M one day's leave

v: : Mi pay for ev^ry jnonrliV s^i-vic-- PMI in, subjee* t' H in.'iximnm of 7 days in

111" ytjii-. The services of U-inporavv worl\er> HIV terminable without notir-e

w)iile one inonlh's notice on eith^v side is rerjnirpfl in flic case of permanent
wofkors Two of the sampled units arc under the same nianasrenjent and the

hfcsis of classification, as well as the privileges enjoyed by each class, are the same
in 1ml h A permanent worker is defined as follows in these two units :

" A permanent or resrnHr worker i,s one whose name appears on I he

factory roll of regular workers which includes the names of such workers as

liave \v:>-*ked for two years continuously or in the case of seasonal \vorkers as

ha\v worked for 24 months durinsr the previous five consecutive years ".

All others are temporary or casual workers Pernutnenl or reg-nlar workers
are entitled to the following benefils

J 'i Thonsrh no yrnarantee of worK .-< jjny 1ini. is offorrd o any worker,
tl,-- rcirnlar workers have prior <-1*n! to whi1e\er suitable employment
i,
k -

livai'fiblc over the temporary 'ii! i-Mftiia! \\orktrs, consislejit with effi-

i-u>n*'y When the work avaibii'le iv insjuffic'iem for all regular workers,
thosi- .1 the regular workers' jol will sro on rotation.

(2) Six holidays with pay in '-He unit and ft <lavs in the other unit per
year.

(3) Seven days' sick leave will) pay or 14 days with half pay per annum.

(4) Six days' privilege leave v,-1|j p/iy and 8 days in another unit per
an mim.

' 5) Free medical treatment for workers hi one nnit and for worker*
rid Iheir families in the other imit.
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(6) A fortnight's (for daily rated) and one month's (for monthly rated)

notice of termination of service.

(7) Right to borrow from the co-operative credit society and credit at

employees
'

stores.

($} Grahiity under wrfaiv conditions.

(9) In recruitment, a* far ax possible, preference is given to sons of

regular workers who have dien or left the service of the factories.

:JO'' Rigrht to join the provident fund, provided they are monthly rated

and draw Rs 30 or more .ind are not on probation.

TABLE CXT.

fthnwinq Mir numlirr nf jMrn'rwrnt and temporary workers in three sampled
factories.

shijt. A' pres
nr^ thorp am no apprentices in any of these three

factories. Tn one unit, apprentices were taken first on an unpaid basis and
wore paid some remuneration as and when thev pcauired some skill. The

period of apprenticeship extrnd<vl from 3 to 12 months, depending upon the

ability of the aripr^itice. Bi;| there a**e no apj'rcntir-es at present in this unit

T*roinfltinn In one unit, 1ner is no reffiila* svstem of prraded or time
scale promotion. Promotion depends on the financial position of the factory
and the willinones** of the om plover .As sncTi fl' nTe i^ no tiniformitv or syst-pra

hi thest- inpr^F>HMits whicJ der^nd npon tho relations of the particular worVr
with the hj-a-l of his denartmeni >\ni\ iho proprietor. Oases are considered by
the manacrement only when Ihev ,-jre rt^ommeTKlivl hy the departmental heads!

Tn two oth'r nnits there are Traded ions for rejrnlnv workers. The different jobs
are plac\l v.nrler different eatocories. Tf nOeesMary. each cai^erorv is <?nb-

ilmderl imo srrades A minimum wapre and a maximum wajre is fixed for each
irrad* <>r rntecrory, as the case m.oy he. \ worker normally starts at the
minimum wacre of the lowest -zrricl^ of a partienlar e^t^jrory and works his way
up. JVwepn the minimum and. maximum of his grrade, the worker receives

automatically every Iwo years an increment of ^ rjnna per 'day in his waeres
irrespective of anv special kf!l 0" :ptitndo liown. This automatic hiennial
ineremont reeocrnip*^

c
service

'
as snch. But, once he reac^e*? the maximum

of his nrade. li remain^, there for the rest of h ?s "^rvie" nnless promoted.

In addition to these automatic hiennial incrr-ments, promotions from one
ffrade to a hiffher one or from a lower paid cateporv to a higher paid one arc
possible, provided a vacancy prises, or ?n increased number of workers is re-

'jnrred in the hierher jrrade or cateeory. AH promotions are confirmed retras-
pect ively after a trial of two mor.ths Increments and promotions recognise
and reward skill and aptitude shown

Labour Turnover.
No comparable figures of labour turnover are available as it. was not

possible to tret them for the samf period in all the % factories. The follow-
ing tabl* r$hnw,v the percentacre of '"bouf turnover in the sampled factorien.



TABLB CXII.

Faotor> INO. 1 Factory No. 2. Factory No. tt.

1930 ...... .. 2-z

1940 7-9

1941 .. .. 1-4

1948 .. .. .. .. - l

1944 .. .. .. 13-4 3-8

Apart from retirement, labour turnover i& said to be due to ill health or

a ealaiaity in the family, or even inducement oi higiu^ wages m other concerns.

Absenteeism.
Ab il was not possible to cajculute absenteeism for an.) complete year,

attempts were made to collect data Tor oiic mouth in each year. Table CXill
shows percentage of absenteeism oi' the workers on roil in two factories.

TABLE cXlll.

Month and year. .Factory .No. L. Factory No. 2.

Feb. 1940 .. .. .. . .. S-&!

Jan. 1942 .. 10-20
Jan. 1944 .. .. .. .. .. 6-70 8-49

Absenteeism is jriaioraily greater during the earlier mouths of the season
vvLicli is the harvest period. Otlujr causey are ill health, religious festivals,
etc The manager oi the third factory sa) that absenteeism is not a serious

problem and normally not more tium 2 or o per conl. workers are absent with-
out leave. A considerably largn number does apply ior leave on loss of pay
when their privilege Jeave is exhausted and this is granted whenever condition!
permit.

Standing Orders.
There are no regular standing or, tors governing the relationship between

m-rkcrs and employers in one sampled unit There is instead an agreement
which both parlies sign. It simply lays down that the employee should obey
the rules and orders of the management, ii also empowers the employer to
dispense with the services oi' a, worker without any notice.

The other two factories are under the same management and have th*
same standing orders dialing with recruilment, medical examination, hours of
attendance, shift system, entrance, search, late attendance, leave of absence
ai'sencT without leave, festival holidays, privilege leave, sick leave, wages'
deductions from wnj?es, termination of service, retrenchment, reprimands'
submission and investigation of petitions, penalty for misconduct, rules regard-
ing dispensary, grataity, provident fund, break \n service, etc., etc.

Labour Officers.
One unit has no labour officer. The general manager himself looks into

the grievances of worker*. TJie oilier two sampled units are under one
management and have a labour officer at the headquarters (Madras) He,
regularly visits these factories and acts as a liaison between the employe'
anti the employees.

FV

Wages and Earning*.
pf 3,255 worker*, wage data of 2,416 or 74.2 per cent, worker* who h*4

put in the maximum number of days in December 1944, were collected from



all the three sampled units. The frequency table of the basic wages earned

by the workers has been prepared and it appears that as many as 37 . 6 per cent-

workers earn between 6 and 8 annas and 39.6 per cent, between 8 and 10 annas

per day. Both the median and mode lie in the group
'

8 annas but less than
10 annns '. Other details of the basic wages are as follows :

TABLE OXIV.

Wage groups.

4 As. but less than 6 An.

As. but less than 8 As.

8 As. but less than 10 As.

10 As. but less than 12 As.

12 As. but lews than 14 As.

14 As. but letm than Re. I

Re. 1-0-0 but less than K*. 1-2-0

Rs. 1-2-0 but less than RH. 1.4.0

Rs. ] -4-0 but less than RH. 1-8-0

Rs. 1-8-0 but less than 1-12-0 Rs.

MB. 1.12-0 but less than Rs. 2-0-0

Over Rs. 2-0-0

Barring 7 women, the rest of the workers wen* all adult males, 35 workers

in one factory were on piece wages and were earning between 14 annas and
He. 1 per day as basic wages. The n-st of 2,381 workers were all time-rated.

The frequency 1abJe oi earnings inclusive of clearness allowance and over-

time pay given below shows 1lia1 as many as 3,IWO, out of ?,416 or 57.1 per
cenl. workers e,arn between fie. 1 and Us. 1-4-0 per day. Both the median and
mode lie in Iliis group. The earnings between 8 As. and ll. 1-8-0 cover 96.4

pp- emf of UK 1ot,! Knmpl' and liarr
lly 0.8 pr eenl. workers earn more tnnn

KV. 2 per day. Other details about net earning pt-r day are given below :

TABLE CXV.

3r> workers who we*v on piece wages earned on au average between

Re, 1-8-0 and 1-12-0 per day.
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Principles dotermimng the fixation of Wage Rates. In one concern the

heads of departments determine the wage to be paid to a worker taking iuto

consideration his skill and experience. In the other two concerns under the

same management, wages are said to be fixed in accordance with certain

principles, which take into account the capacity oi' the industry to pay on the

one hand and a number of other factors on the supply side.*

Dem ness Allowance. At present, clearness allowance is paid in all the

3 factories under reference, but the dales of first payment as well as its amount
are not the same. One factory started paying dearness allowance only in 1942

(season; at the rate of lie. 1 to those getting below Rs. 30 per month. Later,
in the off-season (October 1942), it was raised to fit-. 2 and since January 1944
*Ji rates are as follows :

-

Rs. 5 for those getting KB. 20 and below.

KB. 4 for those getting between Rs. 21 and 30.

KB. 3 for those getting between Its. 31 and 50.

For workers drawing above Es. 50, 110 dcaruess allowance is paid. Consi-

dering that basic \vagejs are nut increased an<i the fact that cost of living
lias gone up considerably, the dearness allowance paid in this factory cannot
be said to be satisfactory.

The other two concerns pay dearue&s allowance, based on the cost of living
index number maintained by the Government of Madras. The first payment
in one of them was in August 1940 starting with Re. 1 and in the other in May
3940, also starting at Ke. 1. The present rate (January 1945) of dearaefls

allowance in both is lis. 16|6|-. For every rise of one point in the cost va

living index, an increase of annae 2 i.s given in dearness allowance.

Overtime Work. In none of these factories is overtime work compulsory.
In one, overtime work is paid for at 1 1|2 times tbe normal rate. lu Jither
concern, overtime work is not paid for but a compensatory holiday is given
in lieu thereof. In the third unit, overtime is very rarely done and, when
done, ig paid for at 1-1 12 times the usual rate. In none of these factories are

any overtime registers maintained.

Deductions. The only deduction^ made from wages in these factories

are for absence and recovery of advances given to workers.

Fine Fund. In two unite there are fine funds, the amount outstanding in

them being Rs. H3|5|6 and Rs. 5|4|6. The genera] managers are in charge of

these funds and use them for the medical relief of workers. No fines are
levied in the third unit.

Periods of Wage Payment. Tu one concern, all workers are on a monthly
basis and the wages for the month are paid before the 7th of the succeeding
month. In two other units, workers on daily rate are paid on the 7th and
22nd of every month. The wage period i's 15 days in this case. The monthly
rated workers are paid before the 7th of the succeeding month. Casual
workers are paid daily.

Working Conditions.

Off-Day. [n one unit, all Sundays are regular holidays in the off-season.

During the season, the shift workers get one day off for every 13 days worked.
In the remaining two units, all monthly paid workers get one day's leave

every week and the shift workers get one day off every 13th day.

In alh the 3 sampled factories, some are day workerejwhile olhers are

shift workers. The number of hours of work for the day workers in all these

;j* 9 per day or 54 per week. The number of hours of work for the shift

workers is 8 per day or 56 per week.

* For details Vide "
Summary and Conclusions.

*

L779DofL
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The working hours for the day workers are from 8 a.m. to 6-30 p.m. with
an interval of 1-1)2 hours in the afternoon (between 12-30 p.m. and fc p.m. in

one j and from 1 p.m. to 2-30 p.m. in the case of the other two factories) . The
total spreadover for dayshift workers is 10-1

1
2 hours.

The hours of work for the shift workers in the 1st unit are as follows :

I Shift- 10 A.M. to <i P.M. i
II Shift-ti P.M. to 2 A.M. y Weekly change in shifts.

III Shift 2 A.M. to 10 A.M. J

lu the other two, the working hours for shift workers are as follows :

I Shift-7 A.M. to 3 P.M. 1
II Shift-3 P.M. to 11 P.M. y Weekly inter change.
III Shift-11 P.M. to 7 A.M. J

In one factory, the buildings are new and designed for the purpose thej
r

are now serving:. The roofing is of corrugated iron sheets and lighting and
ventilation are satisfactory. The flooring throughout is cemented, except in

the mill house where it is uneven and slightly broken. The factory premises,

including drains, are regularly cleaned. But no fans are provided even in

places where the workers are subject to too much heat as for example near the

vacuum boiler pans. The, second factory is housed in old buildings. The
Cime mill, which is newly built, has no side walls and is exposed to rain showers

from the sides. The flooring in the Jaggery boiler section is badly worn out

and likely to cause injury to workers. The floor in the bag washing section

is slippery aud sticky. The wooden ladders leading to over-head shafts are

very narrow, almost vertical and hence most inconvenient. Some workers

(lime mixers) have to work for the whole day exposed to sun and rain and no'

shade is provided for them. The workshop room is very dark and the roof

low. The distillery is not well lighted or ventilated. No lights are provided
in the premises with the result that much inconvenience is experienced by the

night shift workers in going from place to place. The premises are kept very

unclean, with heaps of bagasse and fuel everywhere. The conditions in the

third factory are next satisfactory. It i intolerably hot in some sections. In

the distillery, the still room is congested and hot. In the Co2 II. Department,
the

*

purifier
'

are not given either gloves or goggles or foot wear. Flooring in

several places is damp, dirty and uneven. At the cylinder testing place, there

are big windows without doors with tho result that water splashes in in the

rainy season.

Civil Condition.

. Religion and Literacy. Of the total number of workers employed in the

sampled units, 347 or roughly 10 per cent, were selected at random for detailed

enquiries. The following table gives the distribution of these 347 samples

according to religion.

TABLE CXVI.

Total ..347 100

The majority of workers are illiterate. 165 out of 347 or 47.5 per cwit.

were literate, i.e., capable of reading and writing a letter in their twn
languages Tamil or Telugu.
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Size and composition of the family. Of these 347 workers, only 4 wer
without any dependants to support. For those with dependants, the family
with 5 to 6 dependants was the modal size, which is bigger than that available

in tip sugar workers in the U.P. and Bihar. The rigid joint family system
may perhaps be responsible for this. The total number of dependants on
343 samples was 1,692, the average number of dependants per worker in th

sample would thus come to 4.9. The following table shows the distribution
f dependants among the workers in the sample.

TABUS CXVII.

Total .. .. 347 100-0

Indebtedness.

Of the 347 workers, 74 per eent. were involved in debt, the average amount
of debt being Rs. 141. It is, however, noticed that workers with less than 5
to 6 dtipendants have a smaller average and percentage of indebtedness than
the general average and percentage respectively. As the number of depend-
ants supported increases, ihe average amount of debt and the frequency of indebt-

edness tend to increase.

The following table shows the indebtedness of the sampled workers ac-

rorclinsr to the number of dependants supported by them.

TABUS CXVIII.

Total .. 267 74-1 36326 141

The extent of indebtedness differs from family to family but about 55 per
cent, of the 'samples had indebtedness of less than Rs. 100. The following table

shows the distribution of indebted samples according to the amount of debt on
them.

TABLE CXIX.

Indebtedness. No. of families. Percentage to
the total.

Between Rs. 160 49 19-0

Between Bs. 51100 91 36-6
Between Rs. 101 200 .- 76 29-2

OrerBs. 200 42 16-3

Total , , 267 100*00
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Causes of Indebtedness. The most important cause of the heavy indebted-

ness among the workers IK the inadequacy of their earnings to support their

unusually large families, especially in these days of very nigh prices of food-

stuffs and other necessaries of life. The result is that 34.8 per cent, of total

indebtedness among the workers is due to domestic needs and 44.6 per cent.

of the total number of loan.s have been taken for them. Marriages account

lor IJ3.8 per c'Mit. of the total indebtedness and 28 per cent, of the total num-
ber of Joans. The system of universal marriage and even polygamy (as in

some castes among the Hindus in the South) coupled with the evils of dowry
and .social fea*sts is perhaps responsible for the heavy indebtedness.

Al Vuyyur, where a very largo number of workers are agriculturists having
small holdings, productive debt incurred for the purchase of cattle and agri-

cultural implements or land is rather common and, on the whole, it accounts
for 16.4 per cent, of the total debt and 10 per cent, of the total loans.

The o1 her details about the causes of indebtedness are given in the table

below.

TABLE CXX.

Showing analysis of the causes of indebtedness.

Rate of interest. The interest charged depends upon the agency for debt
mid the credit of the debtor. 11 is <ieen that nearly 75 per cent, of the total

debt has been borrowed
1

at interest rates varying upto 12-1|2 per cent., while
8.8 per cent, is interest free and has been taken from obliging friends and re-

latives. The following table shows the burden of indebtedness in terms of
interest charges paid.

TABLE CXXT.

Total 36,325 100-0
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Welfare Activities.

The sanitary conditions are on the whole aatififfactory except in one unit,

where the factory buildings as well as the premises are very dirty and unclean.

The latrines in this factory are stinking, whereas in the other two concerns

they are well kept.
As for water supply, one unit has provided 4 Meyers pumps in the premises

in addition to water kept in 4 receptacles from an overhead tank. During
summer, cool water is supplied, in earthen pots. The, other uni't has provided
3 taps for the supply of drinking water. All these taps, however, fire at one

place and are not, within easy reach of workers in all departments. Water in

receptacles is not provided in different places in the factory. In the third unit,

both taps and receptacles Of water are provided. Oool water from on rt lien

pots, renewed at intervals, is made available during summer.
No bathing facilities are provided anywhere. Washing facilities consist

more or less of the mere provision of water taps or pumps. The supply of

washing soap, soda, towels, etc., is either not madi- or is negligible and n>>st in-

adequate even where it is provided in one unit. Bach of the threa factories

has got a dispensary for the workers. Tn one factory, workers til on. are

treated whereas, in the other two, workers as well as their families are treat-

ed. The diseases prevalent differ with the climate of the place in which ihe

factory is situated. hi one unit, malaria and intestinal disorders (diarrhea,

dysentery, etc.) are prevalent. At another unit, scabies dysentery, diarrhoea

and respiratory diseases (cold and cough), influenza, etc., are prevalent. The
doctor in charge of the dispensary in one unit is an M.B.B.S-, while at other

units they are L.M.Pe. Tn the first two places, the doctors serv only part-
time. In the third, the doctor is n full time employee. Their remunerations

are Rs. 350, Rs. 75, and Rs. 270 per month respectively. The system of medicine

in all the three, dispensaries is allopathy and qualified full time eompounders
serve in them.

According to the expert opinion of the doctors in charge, none of the

diseases these workers suffer from can be called, occupational in character.

Workers are medically examined before they are taken into service. Later,

they are examined usually once in a year.
Canteens. No canteen is provided by one concern. Nor is ther.- any

arrangement for the supply of l^a. In the other two concerns, tea is sup-
plied free to the workers i'n the 3rd shift (11 p.m. to 7 a.m.) through contrac-

tors who are paid at the rate of one anna per cup. Each worker is given one

cup of tea.

('recto c. One concern employs no woman labour and has no crcclic.

The other employs only 7 women. It has no cvechr either. At the third

sampled factory, the crecJic is under the charge of a full time nurse, who sets

Rs. 37 per month. Cloth cradles are pul up for infants. Mats are spread
over the floor and -water pots are provided. Tlu're is also a baby welfare

centre under the same nurse, supervised by the factory doctor. Rxpedant
mothers are examined and the midwife attends thorn at their houses, flhildr^n

aged 3 years and below attend the clinic on three days and are given n bath alud

a feed free of cost. The average attendance per clinic day is between 74 and
80. The average monthly expenditure on Ihe baby welfare centre is about

Rs. 100. Milk is supplied free to children.

Two units do not provide any facilities for the education of adult, workers
and their children. One factory provides some children with slates, books,
pencils, etc.

The labour unions at Samalkot and Nellikuppam conduct night classes
for the benefit of their adult workers.

(trainshops. There is a co-operative store in one concern but. at pre-
sent, it is not functioning well for lack of a reliable shop assistant. Only sugar,
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rice and soap are sold. Workers rightly complain that things essentially re-

quired by them are not available. In the second unit, there is no grain shop
but there is an employees' co-operative credit society which advances money
upto a maximum of 100 rupees to workers, recoverable by instalments. Th
third factory subsidises the employees' co-operatiVe stores with repayable
loans advanced from time to time free of interest. This enables the stores to

buy commodities in bulk at wholesale prices and often directly from the pro-
ducers and retail them to the workers at comparatively cheap rates. At times,,

these loans have reached Rs. 50,000. In addition, the management gives the
stores free godown space and other facilities, all of which ultimately benefit

thy workers. The commodities supplied are paddy, rice, dal, sugar, coffee

seeds tea, standard cloth, etc., and the prices are cheaper than those prevalent
in the market.

Trade Unions and Strikes.

Workers in all the three sugar factories under reference have formed
trade unions. In one case alone is the union recognised by the management
concerned.

The Vuyynr Sugar Factory Workers' Union (registered) has a member-
ship of 350. The monthly subscription IK 2 annas. This union has not been

functioning ^properly and effectively, partly because of the seasonal nature o{
the industry and partly because it was hard hit by the failure of a strike

organised by it in April 1944.

The union at Sainalkot was started in 19o5 and registered in 1936. After
the failure of the strikes organised by it in 1938-39, the union suffered a heavy
loss of prestige and was almost inactive till 1944 when it was reorganised. It

has now a membership of 328, out of a total number of about 700 workers.

The monthly subscription is 2 annas per head. The executive committee con-

sists of 9 members all elected. The union has not been recognised by the

employers, as it is supposed to be communist-ridden. A rival union has now
come into being, aided and encouraged, as it is alleged, by interested people.
"Whatever be the inner politics, the simultaneous existence of two rival unions,
each claiming to possess the complete allegiance of workers and to be their

real representative, has definitely weakened the bargaining power of labour

by dividing their ranks. As a result, the management has conveniently
ignored both unions.

The union of workers at Nellikupum was registered on the 4th November
3932. Its present membership is 1 147, out of a total of about 3,700 workers.
The subscription per mouth is one auna for every ten rupees received as

wages, subject to a maximum of 2 annas per month. The union conducts

literacy classes and organises meetings, etc., for educating its members and
workers in general. It is recognised by the employers subject to certain con-
ditions defining the scope of its activities, the method and procedure for re-

present 1 ions to the management, the circumstances under which it can call

the workers to strike, and the procedure for strikes, etc.

There is no vorks committee in any of the three sampled factories.

The years 3938-39 seem to be a period of unrest and strikes. The workers
of one concern went on strike for 14 days, beginning from 26th April 1939 and
ending: on 9th May 1939. The strike commenced because the labour union
alleged that certain demands regarding increase in wage rates, abolition of
contract labour, etc., were not met by the company. 1,200 workers were in-

volved but the factory kept running with the assistance of fresh labour.
The strike was unconditionally called off by the union on the 10th May 1939.

There were two strikes and one lock-out in the second unit in 1938-39. The
first strike lasted from 23rd July 1938 to 3na August 1938, The workers
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struck vork when their demands for higher wages, abolition of contract labour
and for the introduction of a system of gratuity to retiring workers were not
met. The strike was unconditionally called off on 2nd August. However,
the company later gave a general increment of 3 pies in a rupee to the workers.

The union continued to agitate for the redress of the grievances and demanded
an extension of leave privileges and an unemployment allowance in the off-

season. It gave notice to the company a*id struck work 011 the 25tb April 195;).

The management was stiff in their attitude and the strike was unconditionally
called off four days later. The workers became sullen and discontented and

began slow-down tactics. The management dismissed 00 of them on the ground
that production had fallen bj

r 33 per f.ent. Later, they were reinstated but the

situation did no improve. On the 10th November 1931), the management posted
a notice

*

advising that the services of workers in the engineering, confectionery
and refinery departments were not required after 9th December 1939 as their

work was unsatisfactory \ This had no effect. A Jock-out was consequently
declared on the 3rcl December. The factory reopened ou 18th January 1940 with

newly recruited labour.

There was a strike for a few hours (8 a.m. to 9 p.m.) in the third concern
on the 8th April 1944. During March 1944, work ID the factory was stopped
for a fortnight due to some repairs of machinery. The workers were pro-
mised full payment for thifcj period. A rumour, however, was set afloat that
this will not be done and the workers suddenly stopped work. However, they
resumed their duties after the manager had explained and convinced them of
his houw-ty of motives.

Labour unions at Nellikuppain, Sauialkot and Kaiiipet formed a co-

ordination committee and jointly put forth the following demands, most of
wh:ch may be considered as reasonably representing the general demands of

sugar factory workers :

(1) The basic wage should be at least ten annas a day ;

(2) DeameHB allowance should be increased ;

(3) Privilege and sick leave should be enhanced to 15 days with pay
in both cases.

(4) The scheme of gratuity should be improved as follows :

(a) 1|2 mouth's pay for every year of service upto 10 years.

(b) 3|4 mouth's pay for every year of service between 10 and 15

years.

(c) One month's pay for every year of service above 15 years.

(5) All workers who have put in one year's service should be made per-
manent and be eligible for the privileges of permanent employees.

Safety Acts, Etc.

All the three factories under reference come under the Indian Factories

Act, but it does not mean that all its provisions are complied with. It is

noticed that the factory inspector had to repeat his orders more than once
before they were actually complied with. For example, he had. to repeat his

order '

regarding fencing of fly wheels and protecting moving parts of

machinery
'

everytime he visited these factories. One thing frequently
pointed out by him is the inadequacy of the number of latrines and the dirty
condition in which they are kept. Even about the necessity of displaying
abstracts of notices for prevention of fire, accident, etc., the employers had to
be reminded more than once.

A perusal of the dates of inspection of the factory inspector shows that
he could visit the first unit only one*3

! in a year except in 1941 when there wert
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tvro visitB. The frequency ol the factory inspector's visits lias been 2
in each year in the case of the second unit though, here also, during 1943 and
1944 there was only one visit in each year. He visited the third unit 2 times
every year with a few exceptions. The Jong period between one visit and an-
other may go far to explain tho indifference 1hal the employers show to his
orders.

The provisions of the Electricity Act are observed in all the three fac-
tories. Required notices are displayed in varicas places.

The Payment of Wages Act also is complied with in all the factories.

Wages are paid before the expiry of 7 days after the wage period. Registers
are maintained in the prescribed forms.

Provisions of the Workmen '

Compensation Act are complied with.

Two units employ a few women but, so far, no case under the Maternity
Benefit Act has arisen iu either, as the women workers are mostly seasonal

employees.

The only action taken by the employers to acquaint the workers with the

provisions of these Acts is to exhibit notice* in the various forms required in

different places in the factories. But this, by itself, does not and cannot go
a long way in achieving the object, becau.se most of the workers are illiterate.

lr. many cases, the notices an- put up on the walls at a height which makes it

difficult for everybodj7 to read. No cases of occupational diseaar.s have b;jen

reported in the last 10 years.

In 1943, accidents occurred and compensation was paid, where necessary.
The following table gives the number of accidents in each factory and the

compensation paid.

TABLE CXXII.

Serial number of factory

1

s

3

Total .. 135 31 212 3 3

General.

One unit does not have any provident fund scheme. The other two con-

cerns are under the same management and have got a system of provident
fund, details of which are as follows :

Membership. '""All employees of the company who draw a monthly
salary of Its. 30 and above shall be members of 'the Provident Fund.

(Contributions.
**
Every member .shall contribute to the fund a sum

equal to seven and a half per cent, of his salary, which amount yhall be de

ducted at the end of each month from the salary payable ito him by the

company to the trustees. Equal contribution will be given by the

Company.

Kates of interest and investment." All moneys which may accrue to the

fund shall after payment of the expenses of the fund be wholly invested in

securities of the nature detailed under the Indian Trusts Act 1882 and pay-

able both in respect of capital and of interest in British India.
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" Bach year the income derived by the fund from its investments and
from other sources during ithe period, less expenses chargeable to the fund
under rule 15, shall be apportioned among the members in proportion to the

amount standing to the credit of each member in the fund at the time of ap-

portionment.
" Conditions of claims on employers

9

contributions.
1 '

If a member ceases to
1

serve the company within 5 years he will get only
his contribution.

"
If any member shall cease to serve the company after completion of a

service of 10 years but before completion of service of 20 years, he shall be en-

titled to
1

receive the amount of his own contributions to the fund and
such proportion of the company's contribution as the number of years' service

hears to 20 ".

One of the sampled factories docs not have any pension scheme or gra-
tuities for its workers. The other factory has no pension scheme but gives

gratuity to the workers as follows :

"'Normal gratuity is l|3rd month's pay for every year of service

tetw'een 5 and 20 years of service and 1|2 month's pay for every year of

service for those having over 20 years' service.
" With effect from 1st September 1943 and so

1

long as dcarness allowance

is paid the figure on which gratuity is calculated will be the monthly wages
at retirement, plus l|24th of the total dearness allowance paid during the pre-
v'ous 12 months ".

The third unit lias 110 pension scheme but gratuities to workers, who are
not members of provident fund, are granted on retirement on the following
terms :

'* 35 to 19 years' service .- 10 days' pay plus dearness allowance for each

year of service.
;

'

***i

*' 20 years and over : 15 days' pay plus dearness allowance for each year's
service. The basis of the gratuity paid is on the highest rate of pay drawn by
Ihe worker in question over a period of 12 months. In cases of death or re-

tirement dun to certified illness or superannuation we continue to exercise

our discretion and make ex gratia payments even though the period of 15

years to qualify for gratuity hag not been completed. In such cases, the calcu-

lation is at half month's pay per year of service ".

Housing.
The survey of housing of sugar factory workers in Southern India cover-

ed three centres Nellikuppum, Vuyyur and Samalkot. Tlhe number of
dwellings visited was 280, of which 123 were located in Nellikuppum, 89 in

Viiyyup and (58 in Samalkot.

Tho majority of the dwellings 211 or 75 per cent, of the total were
one-roomed. Another 62 or 22.2 per cent, of the total had two living rooms each'.

The following table shows the distribution of dwellings according to sfise.

TABUS CXXITI.

Total .. 280 100-0

L779DofL
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The 280 dwellings comprised 359 rooms and accommodated 1,524 persons
of buth sexes and of all ages. The average density of occupancy in all dwel-

lings was 4.2 persons per room of an average area of 113 square feet which

gives ai- average area of 26.9 square feet per head. The density of oeeu-

pauey was highest in one-room dwellings and lowest in three-room dwellings.
Tib!( (IXXIV shows the density of occupancy in dwellings according to size.

TABT,E CXXTV.

Total .. 280 359 1,524 4-2

There were nearly 10 per cent, more occupants in one-room dwellings than
thc3 percentage of rooms in such dwellings. It follows that 68.1 per cent, o'f

all oc'cupauts (or 1,038 out of 1,524) were living 5 to a room of an average
area of 13 ;t square feet. Bach person had an average of 22.6 square feet at

hi disposal. ' ' ;

'

'

The following table shows the extent to which the percentage of occu-

pnnta living in the dwellings exceed the number of rooms comprised in them.

TABLE CXXV.

Percentage" of Percentage of 1

habitable rooms^ ^ occupants to 1
Size of dwellings. tcfthe total number IT total number of

of rooms. occupants.

Every three in four dwellings had verandahs in them. Subsidiary rooms
weiv almost non-existent. Similarly, .courtyards were in existence in less

Hum per cent, of the dwellings. Separate kitchens, however, existed in

about '1S.G per cent, of dwellings. The following table shows the distribu-

tion of amenities in different dwellings.

TABLE CXXVT.
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There w a conspicuous absence of bath rooms. The female folk use the

living room foe. this purpose whereas the males bathe in the open. There is

no electric light in any of the dwellings. The drainage is unsatisfactory.

Separate water supply and latrines do not exist in a large majority of dwel-

lings. The distribution of these amenities is shown in the table below :

TABLE CXXV1I.

Bathrooms. l^trinee. Water supply. Electricity. Drainage. Ventilation.

PAET V.

(SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS).

Employment.

*Of the 27 sampled units investigated at various centres in lu<lia, very

large number are a post-protection growth. The following tablt* shows the

distribution of these sampled units according to their strength in January
1944.

TABUS CXXVIIL

Total .. 27 JOO-0

The total employment at the date of enquiry fri all the sampled units was

22,631 and the average employment per factory comes to 838 workers per day.

According to the foregoing table, the mode and the median lie in the group
employing between 601 and 800 workers per day. The fact that factories

work three shifts per day accounts for this large employment per unit.

Recruitment and re-cnyagvnicnt. The workers are generally recruited at

the gate through the heads of departments, viz., the Chief Chemist, the Chief

Engineer, the Cane Manager or the Cane Superintendent. The supervisory
and technical or other superior staff 'are appointed by the general manager in

This is only a summary and does not dispense with the necessity of rending the

regional reports, which may be looked up for clarification and elucidation of different

points.
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consultation with the managing agents ur proprietors. Normally, preference
is given to old hands at the commencement of the season. In the United Pro-

vinces and Bihar, the permanent hands are sometimes asked to inform the old

seasonal workers of the time of commencement of work. In certain factories ia

Bihar, even letters are issued to the outgoing seasonal workers. In one unit

in Bihar, all the seasonal workers are formally kept on the roll in the off season
and are asked to rejoin at the beginning of the new season. While it may be
*>aid that the system has been working smoothly, 1 received complaints of

bribery and corruption on the part of time keepers and certain heads of depart-
ments in a fair number of concerns. What is surprising is that the skilled

workers, more than the unskilled, are affected by it. While preference is

generally given to old employees at the beginning of the season, the practice ia

neither strictly nor universally followed. The Khaitan Enquiry Committee

thought it desirable that a certificate should be given to each worker at the

c.V>se of the season that his work had been found satisfactory, and that such
workers should be given preference in re-employment. The Bihar Labour.

Enquiry Committee suggested the classification of workers into
*

permanent
'

and *

temporary
' and emphasized that the non-engagement of a worker who

has put in service for one season or his engagement at a lower wage should be

open to disciplinary action*. They even suggested an off season allowance to

the unskilled and skilled workers.

The Khaitan Enquiry Committeef did not recommend the appointment
of labour officers for purposes of recruiting labour because, as they said, there

were no irregularities or defects in the then prevailing system and their appoint-
ment would be an unnecessary addition to the wage bills of factories. In
view of the bribery, corruption and favouritism that are prevalent in sugar
factories, a labour officer would be an indispensable necessity not only for pur-

poses of the recruitment of labour on just and equitable basis but also for

organising welfare* work which at present is hopelessly lacking in several units.

Permanent and Temporary Workers. In the sugar industry, the classi-

fication of workers into
'

temporary
' and '

permanent
'

does not normally hold

good. There is instead a division between
'

seasonal
' and *

non-seasonal
'

workers. In the Madras factories where the workers are classified as tern?

porary and permanent, there is no uniform definition as, in some concerns, the

seasonal workers are called temporary and those that work throughout the

year are regarded as permanent, while in the other factories those that have
worked for 12 months and 24 months as non -seasonal and seasonal workers

respectively are regarded as permanent, the others being temporary. One
factory in Bihar keeps all its employees on roll throughout the year and there-

fore calls them permanent provided they have put in 12 to 24 months' service.

But, in the majority of cases in U.P., Bihar and Bombay, the words '
tem-

porary
' and '

seasonal
'

are normally interchangeable. The permanent emp-
loyees throughout India require some notice, usually a month, before their

services can be dispensed with, while temporary persons can be dismissed at

short or no notice. Besides, the permanent hands are generally given casual,

privilege and sick leave with pay ranging from one week to one month. This

privilege is normally denied to the temporary workers except in certain facr

tofries in Bihar where even temporary hands get leave at the discretion of the

management. Some employers in U.P. and Bihar grant 6 days' casual leave

*Khaitan Enquiry Committee Report, Vol. I, pages 42 and 43. Report of ith.6*

Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee, Pago 226.

fVol. I. Page 4S.



to temporary employees or G dayb' wages in lieu thereof at the end of the

season. It is a pity that there is no uniformity in respect of leave rides to

permanent and temporary workers in tho various centres under enquiry. The

provident fund benefits, wherever they are provided, are open to the perma-
nent tat* except in Madras where they arc extended to all employees drawing
Its. 30 or more a month and in Dinar where workers drawing lis. 25 or more
eau join, provided the managements agree. It is rightly pointed out that

workers who have put 111 OIKS year a continuous service or, in the case of

seasonal factories, who have worked lor ono complete season should be deemed
as permanent.

Seasonal and non-bcawHal W'-rfccrit. Most of the sugar factories are

seasonal and the common pnic'lkv in them is to dispense with the services of
the majority of unskilled workers at the end oi' the season, some workers being
retained for the cleaning and overhauling of machinery. The chemists and
the engineering staff are permanent and are retained throughout the year, the

former for the analysis of Koil, syrup, c.; tne and juice ; the latter for repairs and
renewals of machinery. A certain percentage of panmen are also retained

to help in repairs, while a large majority of them are sent away after the pay-
ment of a retention fee which varies I'ruin factory to factory but generally

ranges between 25 and 50 per cent, of the pay. The Bihar Labour Enquiry
Committee favoured the idea of paying an off season allowance to workers at

varying rates*. One factory in J^arbhuuga actually pays 10 per cent, of the

wages to unskilled and !!."> per .-ui'. to skilled employees as oil season allowance
but the idea of giving a retention pay to the unskilled employees does not seem
to find general favour with tho employers. Several trade unionists have

supported the system of granting tins allowance in the interest of stability,

good relations and efficiency. Kf.^rarding the paume.ii and chemists who are

normally paid the retention allowance at the resumption of duties in the new
season, it was complained that, it \,,\K tt groat hardship and that they should be

paid from month to month.

The percentage of 'tho .S.-MSUHH.! to 1ti total workers varies from one centre

to another and even in the same centre from one unit to another. About 70

per cent, of the workers in Darbhanga and 75 per cenL. in Champaran are dis-

charged after the season. In (jnrukhpoiv, however, the figure is perhaps the

highest and varies between 7 r
> per c-cnt. and :i5 per cent. Jn Meerut, 66 per

eent. to 80 per cent, workers are discharged every season. Perhaps the lowest

figure is to be found in the wimpled sugar factories in Madras whore the

seasonal workers vary roughly between 12 per cent, and T>7 per cent. At
Belapur, the corresponding figure is IJ4 per cent, to 40 per c.on't.

Length of Season. The season in IT. P. & Bihar is p Thaps th" smallest

and hardly extends from ;; to f. months in a year. In Madras and Bombay
it iS generally longer. It has bre-n t<n<vgc.sted that the duration of the work-

ing reason can be extended by growing early maturing
1 and Jute ripening

varieties of sugar cane or by milking more profitable use of such fiy-productf*

as molasses, press mud and bagasse. BagaeBc is no'w used e:, iuel though it

can be profitably utilised for making paper boards. Molossc. can be utilised

for the manufacture of alcoholic, liquors, power and industrial alcohol and

vinegar. The pressure of population on land -will decrease it' the surplus

population is drawn away by perennial factories, thereby nxcrtinpr a healthy
influence on the standard of living'of the rural masses.

Length of Service. Statistical information about length of r.ervico of

workers engaged in the ngar industry was not available in all tho sampled

*Vide Page 228, para. 490, Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee Report, Vol. I.
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Units but the following table has been prepared on the basis of the data gather-
ed by my Investigating staff. The figures in brackets show the percentage of

workers lying in the difljerent service groups in each centre.

The proportion of workers under oiie year's service appears to be very
large in Meerut, Champaran and Darbhanga, while the figure in some factories
is as high as 93 or 94 .per cent.

; in others, it normally varies between &i and
75 per cent. The highest percentage of old workers who have put in 10 years
or over is to be found iu Madras, perhaps due to the fact that the units are

partly perennial in character. While every attempt has been made to collect

figures on uniform linos, the varying practices of tke factories in respect of re-

cords make comparison slightly -difficult. Some iirms oi' Bihar, for example,
do not discharge the seasonal workers but keep them on roll throughout the

year, paying them a small retention allowance. Besides, regular service cards
or registers for all employees, which are absolutely essential, are absent in a
large majority of factories.

Apprenticeship. Regular system of apprenticeship is found only m three
concerns in Bihar where filters, turners and parmien are admitted to training
for a period extending from, six months to 3 years according to the ability and
efficiency of the workers. The normal practice is to pay them subsistence

wages during the apprenticeship period, and to employ them on full wages on
successful completion of their training. Though regular apprentices are not

kept in Madras, Bombay or 1 1. P., cases are not wanting when young men are
trained for semi-technical and technical jobs and are paid subsistence wages
during the period. The reluctance of the employers to train persons and
spend their money, time and energy over them arises from the uncertainty of
their .stay after the completion of training.

*s*"r~

Promotions. Workers in sugar factories are normally promoted to the

higher grades or posts on the basis of efficiency of their work or merit at the

discretion of the management. The unskilled workers are recruited on fixed

wages except in Ahxnadnupar. Slowly and steadily, as the worker picks up
work and acquires efficiency, lie is promoted to semi- skilled jobs on higher

grades.

One .sampled unit in Meerut, two in Madras, and both 1he units in Ahmad*
nagar observe some sort of system in graded promotions. In Madras, for

example, a minimum and a maximum wage is fixed in two units and a worker
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joins at the lowest, getting a periodic increment. But, on reaching the maxi-

mum, he remains there for the rest of his service unless promoted to higher

posts. Complaints have been made that promotion, like recruitment, is sub-

ject to corruption or favouritism.

Labour turnover and absenteeism.

Statistics in respect of labour turnover and absenteeism were not readily

available with the sampled units and had, therefore, to be collected with con-

siderable difficulty from the employers' records. On examination of the de-

tails available with me, it appears that both turnover and absenteeism figures

are comparatively much lower than those in other industries. Tn Meerut,

Gorakhpore and Belapur, turnover during the season varies between 1 per cent,

and 4 per cent., in Darbhanga between 4 per cent, and 6 per cent, while, in one

unit in Madras, it rises to 14 per cent. The highest labour turnover has been

reported from Chaniparan where il goes up to 36 per cent, in one unit.

The main causes responsible for labour turnover are voluntary resigna-

tions due to sickness, family circumstances, or more paying jobs, dismissals on

account of misconduct or thefts, and retirements which, however, are very few

and far between. Complaints have been made that temporary workers are

dismissed on frivolous grounds. Since dismissals have beeen very potent

causes of industrial disputes, the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee suggested

that,
"

in any case of dismissal or discharge, which is likely to become a cause

of dispute between a union and the management, the Labour Commissioner

should, on a reference by the union or of his own motion, investigate the case

and attempt to bring about a settlement "*.

The highest figure of absenteeism is in Madras where it goes to
1

10 per cent,

in some factories and the lowest in Meerut where it varies between 1 per cent,

and 2 per cent. The other centres register absenteeism between these two ex-

tremes but in the majority of sampled factories in Bihar and Bombay it is

below 5 per cent. On the whole, T may say that the figure is not high. The

illness of the worker or a member of his family or marriages and other social

functions account for absenteeism. It has been noticed that absenteeism in-

the perennial factories is at its highest during the harvesting and sowing
seasons because the majority of workers have thoir contact with the village.

Even in the seasonal factories, absenteeism shows tendency to rise if the

season is extended up to April or May. The main causes why absenteeism is

not, on the whole, very high in 1he sugar industry are to be found in the near-

ness of workers to their homes, absence or paucity of work on land during the

sugar season, which in itself falls in the healthiest part of the year, and in-

centives jn the form of bonus, retention pay and leave privileges.

Standing Orders.

Only two sampled units in Madras and two in Bihar have standing orders

defining the relationship between the employees and the employers. Tn one

factory in Darbhangn awl sevoral factories in Gorakhpore. supervisory and

Bihar Labour Enqniry Committee Report, Vol. I, page 48,
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technical staff have to fill in an agreement form detailing in broad outline thf

terms and conditions of employment. The complaint about these standing

orders, or the agreement forms was that they had been drafted without refer-

ence to the interests of labour. It was there Core pointed out that service rules

should be standardised for all units.

Machinery for the Investigation of Grievances.

Barring two units in Madras and one in Mcemt, none of the sampled fac-

tories has any labour officer. In Madras, the Labour Officer acts as a liaison

between employers and employees. Tn the Meerut factory referred to above,

he exists only in name. In other units, the grievances arc heard by the

heads of departments and, in certain cases, by the managers or the proprietors.

It is alleged that, the existing machinery is defective and that, in certain cases,

very bad treatment is meted out to workers by their departmental heads and

manager?. There is no denying the fact that the general relationship be-

tween the employers and the employees can be immensely improved with the

appointment of well-paid and qualified labour officers.
"

t

Wages and Earnings.

Since 1939, the basic wages have remained more or less the same, except
ir certain factories In Gorakhpore and Darhhimgn. Tlie rising cost of living

has, however, been compensated to sonic extent, by a grant oF dearness allow-

ance by almost all the factories. This does not necessarily mean that the

workers' real wages have gone up. In fact, they do- not get the same returns
in commodities and services today as they used 'to get before the war.

Contract Labour. Contract labour in sugar factories is employed mainly
in the unloading of cane and stacking or loading of sugar bags. The contract

work is generally of the nature of
"
group-piece work ". The mate or s ;rdar

undertakes to do
1

the job on piece, rate and the payment for it is divided amonnr
his co-workers equally or according to their share of work. In some factories

in Bihar, the sirdar charges some commission and distributee the r.st of the

earnings equally among his co-workers. Barring one or two factories in TT.P.,

the earnings of contract labour are generally 5 per cent, to' 10 per cent, less

than those of a worker directly employed by the management.

-Principles of wage determination. In none of the sampled units are there

any pre-conceived principles for the determination of wages or wage differ-

entials between different categories of workers. The following factors, how-

ever, bear on wages :

(a) The demand for work in sugar factories arises at. a moment whtm
thero is very little or no work on land. The rural population is therefore

prepared to serve at any price, especially when it is poor, ignorant and un-

organised. The wages of technical and skilled workers which, in the early
4ays, were high due to the paucity of trained hands, have gone down now
as a sufficiently large number of experienced and qualified technicians are
available.

* ""

(b) Another factor is the capacity of industry to pay, which can 'be

judged by the extent of its net, profits. It sho'uld be noted that these
can be concealed from a layman's view *in ways more than one. tti any
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case, they have uo influence OH wages as a result, of the absence of any
bargaining power on the part of workers.

(c) The wage of similar and comparable work in other factories and
wage rates in and around the neighbourhood influence the general level
of wages in the sugar industry. The wages of fitters and engineers, for

example, are determined with reference to wages for similar jobs in

engineering firms, and those of unskilled workers on the basis of prevail-

ing rates in agriculture. Tt is contended that any increase in wages would
disturb agricultural economy. This in itself is a distorted view of things.
The wages in agriculture are very low. The standard of living of agri-
cultural workers is, to ,say the least, sub-human nud any rise in wages is

not only likely to prove a Mousing 111 disguise but relieve the present pres-
sure of population on land by drawing away a part of the surplus popula-
tion to the sugar factories.

Cd) The nature and value of work done also affect wages. The wage
differentials can be explained, by a variety of causes, the most important
among them being :

Ci) Nature of work or the efforts involved in it. For example, the
work of bag lifting is decidedly more strenuous than that of the

bagasse feeders.

(ii) Skill. The work of the artisans, e.g., fitters and turners, in-

volves more skill than that of the hammermen or blacksmiths.

(iii) Responsibility. The. ruistries and mates are paid more as their

work involves larger responsibility than that of the ordinary coolies.

(iv) Any special quality or hardship peculiar to a job. For example,

persons who are exposed to heat, or noxious fumes generally expect more

wages than others placed on less harmful jobs.

Analysis of Wan fit awl Earnings. Barring Gorakhpore, the wage level

does not fall below 4 annas per day in any centre in India. Tn Ohamparan,

Darbhaiiga and Madras, however, there are workers whose basic wages are
4 between 4 annas bill less than (> annas

*

and, in Darbhanga, the modal basic-

wage also falls in that, jrroup. Tn the other centres, the wages of the majority

of workers lie in the group
'

G annas but less than 8 annas.' Fn Madras, on the

other hand, the workers are fairly equally divided into two groups
' 6 annas

to 8 annas ' and ' H annas to 10 annas '.

Taking into coiisHmition the net earnings of the workers inclusive of! all

allowances, I find that the sampled centres in Eastern U.P. and Northern

Bihar are the lowest paid in India, as both the minimum (letw than 8 annas)

and the modal earning groups (8 annas but less than 12 annns) are lower

there than in other centres ; whereas, in Meerut and Ahinadriagar, the modal

earning group is
l 12 annas but less than Be. 1 '. In Madras, the modal

earnings are
* between Re. 1 and Rs. 1 14 '. The following tables give the

daily basic wages and net earnings in the different sampled centres.

ODoL
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Deawess and other allmoanves. The rise in prices due to the. impact f

war has reflected on the cost of living ol' working elastics and the employers
have compensated their workers to some extent by way of dcarness allowances.

It may, however, be borne in mind thai Ihe rise in prices is out of all propor-
tions to the amount of these allowances. The majority of the sampled units, i.e,.

24 out of 27, have adopted sliding scales, of which 2 each in Madras .and
Meerut va*y with the official cost of living index numbers. !) units have adopt-
ed flat rates. The percentage to wages normally varies from factory to

factory. There is an inverse relation between wages and the percentage of

clearness allowances. The higher Hie wages. Die hn\er is the dcarness allow-

ance and vice verso. In the lower wage categories, t!ie dearness allowance is

as high as 100 per cent, in Champa ran, 60 per cent, in Darbhanga and 70 per
cent, in Gorakhpur. Tn the higher categories, it is f> per cent, at some places,

the normal rate varying between 12% and 25 per cent of the wages.

Other allowanoes. Some sampled factories pay 1 to months' basic wages
as bonus in the United Provinces and Bihar. One unit in Meerut pays a

supplementary ration allowance of Us. 6 per month. These allowances are

temporary for the duration of the war or till the price level does not come
down to normal.

Overtime. Normally speaking, oxertime is not a. common fenture of the

sugar industry. According to employers, sugar manufacturing is carried on

in three 8 hour shifts and there is no necessity or possibility of overtime work.

Overtime work is, however, done :

(a) when, on account of a shortage of technical staff in particular

shifts, workers from other shifte are called in,

(b) when there is a general cleaning, and

(c) when there is a break-do\\ n.

The overtime wages are usually calculated according to the Factories Act,

though complaints on this score were received by me. Some employers grant
compensatory leave in lieu of overtime an<l this, it appears, is contrary to the

spirit of the Factories Act. Regular records of overtime work are not general-

ly kept, but, wherever they are maintained, the employees, and not their

representatives, are at liberty to see or examine thorn.

The employers contend that overtime work is not compulsory. Workers,
on the other hand, complain that it is so. From the circumstances in whic,h
overtime work is normally done, it appears that it is of a compulsory nature.

The Inspectors of factories do not appear to pay as much attention to the

question of overtime as it deserves and, furthermore, their visits are not as

frequent as they should be.

Deductions and fines. All the sampled units have categorically denied
the practice of making arbitrary deductionte from wages except those that are

permissible under the Payment of ~Wa#e Act. The only deductions '.most

commonly made are those for absences, recovery of advances made, provident
fund contributions, commodities supplied from the grain shops, purchases of

articles or advances or loans from co-operative Hocieties. Since the introduc-
tion of Payment of Wages Act, the system of fines has not been common, fn

Darbhanga, suspension for 7-10 days is in vogue as a form of punishment. In

one factory in Bilinr and one in Madras, fines ranging between 2 annas and 8

annas are imposed on workers for coming late, absenting without permission,

neglecting duties aind disobeying orders. There are no balances in the fine

funds which are aid to be utilised for the benefit of workers and their
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Wage period. The wa^e period for all categories of employees i

Darbhanga, Meerut and GorakUpur is the calender month, and wages are paid

within 7 days of the subsequent month. In (Uiainpanui, the wage period for

the supervisory staff is the calendar montli and for the daily paid staff 10-14

days. Wages are payable within :J days oi' the expiry of the wage period,

while the casual daily rated employees are paid every day. Similarly, in two

units in Madras and one in Bombay, the wage period for the daily rated

employees is a fortnight and wages are paid within 4 1o 7 days of the -expiry

of the period.

Off days. There are no regular dose days for shift workers during the

season. The shifts are so arranged that each worker gets continuous rest for

o2 hours every 12th or 13th day. In the off season, however, Sundays are

observed as holidays. The workers of the l)-shift usually enjoy Sunday as a

weekly day of rest. In two factories in Maxlras, all nioiilhly rated employees*

gel, one close day in a week.

Working Conditions.

Shift system. Though the actual timings of the shifts may be different

in different units or centres, the general scheme prevalent throughout the sugar

industry is to divide a day into )> shifts of 8 hours each in the manufacturing
section. The shifts interchange usually on every 4th day or 7th day. Com-

plaints were made that the technical staff in the manufacturing section are some-

times divided into two shifts of T2 hours each. Again, considerable difficulties

are experienced by some of the night shift workers as there are no arrangements
for their rest in the factory premises.

Thf D-shift (day shift) covers the engineering section Comprising
turners, fitters, mistries and engineers. They normally work in the day for 9

to 10 hours with an interval of one hour in the noon. The actual timings of
the D-shift differ from factory to factory.

Oil the whole, the general sanitary and working condition* of the factories
in Madras and Bombay may be said tio be better than those obtaining in TJ.P.

and Bihar. The foul smell which is Characteristic of sugar factories in the
United Provinces and Bihar is absent iu the Ahmadnagar factories. Sanitation
in and around the factories in U.P. and Bihar has become an acute problem on
account of the disposal of the sullage water, molasses and the press mud. The
effluent, fnoni the factory is allowed to flow into katcha tanks, streams, or soak
pits. In Gorakhpore two factories allow their sullage water to rim into streams.
In Meerut, one sugar factory has constructed pucca drains for this purple.
Soaking pits are found only in one unit in Bihar. The storage of molasses in
kaiclia tanks leads to an unbearably stinking smell. The press mud was
normally found stored inside the mill premises.

The flooring in certain factories was broken at places and was not well
cleaned at the time of the visits of my investigating staff. The sulphitation tanks
were found leaking in some cases, thus making the atmosphere very choking.
There were steam leakages in certain factories in U.P., Bihar and Ahmadnagar.
Some of the staircases in Ahmadnagar and Madras were steep and slippery. Jn
Gorokhpore, the wooden staircases in two units were in a dilapidated condition
Machinery anid fast moving pulleys and belts were not properly guarded in
some units.

From the point of view of light and ventilation, the condition of sugar
factories may be said to be satisfactory, except at one unit in Madras.

It is a matter of great.surprise that some factories have no rest shelters
Some employers in TT.P. asserted that they were not necessary. Wherever
shelters have been provided for example factories in Meertut, one in
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Darbhanga and two in Chaxnparan, they are not maintained in the right

spirit, ill-equipped and ill-kept, as they are, it is no wonder that they are

unpopular.

While adequate number of latrines and urinals is kept by each sampled
unit, they are more often than not indescribably dirty. At places, they were

noc even whitewashed and tarred. Surprise visits by iny investigating staff

fuvther revealed that proper arrangements for daily cleaning did not exist

and that the number of sweepers and bihisfttis was disproportionately low.

For example, in a factory employing over 500 workers, there were only 2

sweepers on roll. Proper bathing and washing facilities normally do not exist

except that water taps may be used for the purpose. Covered bath rooms
and wash basins are not available except in stray cases. The supply of wash-

ing soaps, soda, towels, etc., is either not made or, if made, is negligible. Some
enlightened employers have made adequate arrangements about the supply of

coo] water and have employed watermen 10 supply water to workmen at their

places of work. In a large majority of eases, however, proper facilities for

the supply of drinking water do not exist. fn one factory in Bombay, the

management has provided a small fountain from which hike-warm water
ooxes out and workmen have to drink from it like cattle.

Welfare Activities.

All the sampled units have got dispensaries where free medical aid is given
to tlie workers and their families. Jt is a pity that, barring one sampled unit

in Madras, none of the others has an> maternity home or child welfare centre.

The prevalent diseases arc malaria, dysentry, katozar, typhoid, hookworm,

dyspepsia, skin diseases and eye sores. Of lale, tropical ulcers in Ahmtidnagar
have come to the notice of doctois but these are attributed to mal-nutritiou ilue

to war. There are no occupational diseases peculiar to sugar industry except
that some of the coolies working on sulphitation tanks have been found

suffering from respiratory or throat diseases on account of the inhaling of

sulphur-dioxide, and that the liming tank assistants have normally got scars

on their hands. Rubber gloves or boots have not been provided in any sampled
units nor is any precaution taken against sulphur fumes.

Though tea. canteens are not normally provided by the employers, facili-

ties for the purchase of tea and light refreshments do exist in the neighbour-
hood of nil factories. The arrangements are certainly unsatisfactory from the

poiui of view of price an*d hygiene.

Due to the difficulties experienced by workers in (securing adequate provi-
sions, the employers have opened shops or co-operative stores The prices charged
are decidedly lower than those of the market. Some employers purchase grains
in the market and supply them to their employees at concessional rates.

Women are employed in two sampled units only. One of these maintains
a creche under a nurse.

All the units in Meerut and Ahmadnagar, 4 in Champarau, on'e each in

Madras, Darbhanga and Gorakhpore provide educational facilities for workers'
children. One factory in Meerut and two in Ohamparau run High Schools,
while another concern in Champa ran maintains a vernacular middle school. In
Ahmadnagar, the employers provide schools up to III Standard. Mfilk is

not distributed free to children in any school. Nor have any adult classes been
started anywhere for the benefit of workers.

Indebtedness.

The sample enquiries conducted in the different units betray the deplor-
able financial position of workers. The following table gives the per capita
indebtedness in them. Meerut tops the list.
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TABLE CXXXTI.

The causes of indebtedness are given in the following table.

TABLK CXXXTI1.

SJiowhty indebtedness on various accounts as percentages to total indebtedness

Causes. Ahmadnagar. Meerut. Gorakhpore. Champaran. Darbhanga. Madras.

The following table shows the burden ol* indebtedness in terras of interest

charges.

TABLE CXXXIV.

Sliwwg ih(- rate of interest and percentage of the total debt taken on them
in various centres.

Kate of interest. Ahmadnagar. Meerut. Gorakhpore. Charaparan. Darbhanga. Madras.

The most prevalent rate at which the largest portion of debt has befln

borrowed is between 18! and 37 per cent..

Trade unions and strikes.

Unlike the employers, the organisation of workers is not only weak but

ineffective. In Ahmaduagav, the trade unions appear to have disappeared
aftev the disturbances of August 1943
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The seasonal nature of the industry has been largely responsible for the

slow progress of trade unions. The repeated failures of strikes organised by
some trade unions have made them unpopular. The leadership is divided and
several antagonistic influences are at work. The attitude of the employers is

definitely hostile and complaints of victimisation of trade uiwon leaders or

workers are not uncommon.

The following table gives the total number of strikes that took place in the

various sampled units during the last 10 years.

TABLE CXXXV.

Ceatrti.

No. of
strikes.

Results of strikes.

Failed. Succeeded Succeeded

fully. partially.

Look-out*

Total

It is clear that, out of 15 strikes, not one was fully successful. The partial

success achieved by trade unions was in respect of slight increases in the scales

of dearness allowance.

Labour laws and their administration.

It has already been pointed out that the location of the sugar industry
in til*} rural areas makes it difficult for the Inspection staff with its present

stvength to administer labour laws efficiently. It transpired during my
enquiry that, at each wayside stations at which there are sugar factories, there

is some sort of intelligence service which keeps employers informed of the

arrivals of all first and second class passengers. Needless to say, they are

in a position to remove some of the defects by the time the Inspectorate staff

reaches the premises. Surprise visits under the circumstances are difficult,

if not impossible. Attempts are sometime made by Inspectors to travel by
road ^ith a view to paying their surprise visits. Even here, the superior staff

in the factories have adopted signs and symbols which, when given, enable

workers to be on their guard as the. Inspector of Factories goes round. Though,
generally, each sampled factory is visited once a year by the Factory Inspector,
cases are not wanting when there has been one visit in two years and very
infrequently two visits during one season. Another thing that strikes me is

that the majority of the factory inspectors have been devoting their attention

mostly to the guarding of pulleys and machinery, than to anything else. The
daily and weekly hours of work in the case of certain technical staff are longer
than those permitted by the Factories Act. The non-payment of overtime

wages and compensation for injuries, the absence of overtime records, disposal
of the sidiage, the unhealthy storage of molasses and press mud, the leakages
from snlpliitation tanks and steam pipes, the absence of shelters, the insanitary

* One of the strikes was due to a misunderstanding and was called off as soon as

it was cleared up.
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Condition*} of the latrines and urinals and the absence of washing and bathing

facilities in. certain factories, are some of the outstanding defects capable of

being remedied by conscientious and sympathetic inspectors. The Workmen's

Compensation Act is not administered as well us it sliouJd be and it is sur-

prising that the number oJ' accidents is small in spite of the J'act Unit the fenc-

ing of machinery leaves much to be desired.

Conipenaaltoiti raxes. The Following 1blc gives the vases of injuries under

the Workmen's Compensation Act in the diflerent centres in the year 1943.

TABLE CXXXV1.

Abstracts of labour laws are posted at the mam ji'Jiie or euirauee to the

factory or at the gate of the ollice. Barring a few employers, none of the

otheife have taken steps to rxplnin their iinplnntions. At certain units in U.P.

& Bihar, the posters were M> w aUn'r.-leatc!i and old that uothiii" c.oiud be

made out of them. One factory in (iorakhporc and several in rhampara.ii and

Darbhanga had placed the posters so high tlidl they foiild not he read. A
similar difficulty was experienced in AhtmidiiHgar.

Occupational diseases.

\o occupational diseases ha\e been reported from any ol* the sampled
units. I am, however, inclined 1<> think that the lung- and throat diseases

suffered by the uulphitation tank atti'iidunts and scars and skiu diseases suffer-

ed by the liming tank coolies couJd be looked upon as occupational in character.

Provident Fund.

Provident fund benefits exisi in all the three units in Darbhatiga, in two
units each iii Meerut, Madras and Chainparan, oiie. in Ahniedua^ar and none
in Gorakhpore. Generally, the permanent staff alone i eligible for the mem-
bership of the provident fund.

Gratuities and pensions.

The system of granting gratuities and pensions does not seem to have
found favour with the employers except in Madras where, in two factories,
retirement gratuities generally are given to those who are not members of pro-
vident fund. In one unit, the normal gratuity is l|3rd month's pay for every
year of service between 5 and 1JO years and -J mouth's pay for every year of
service over 20 years. Tii the other, gratuities are payable at the rate of 10
days' pay for each year of service provided the worker lias put in 15 years, and
15 days' pay for each year of service in case the worker has put in 20 years.
Dearness allowance is included in the calculation of gratuities in the latter case

;

in the former l|24th of the year's dearness allowance is payable along with the
gratuities. In cases of death and retirement on medical certificate, the gratui-
ties ar* payable even though the worker has not put in 15 years' service.

*BMidM ordinary cases treated free in the hospital.
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Housing.

The following table shows the average number of persons per room in all

dwellings visited by my investigating staff in different centres.

TABLE OXXXVII.

Number of persons per room. Average area in square feet per
room.

The most obvious ckfecls in these houses are :--

(i) They are situated very close to the factories and the workers are

compelled to stay* in an unhealthy atmosphere except in Ahmadnagar and
Madras.

(ii) A large majority ol these houses a( each centre arc one-roomed.

They are consequently used ior alJ purposes.

fiii) The provision of amenities like tap water, electricity, separate
verandahs and courtyards is very poor.

(iv) The drainage in most of the houses is very Lad.

(v) In almost 75 por cent, of the houses provided by employers, no
consideration is paid to the privacy of ihe family. In a large number of

cases the workers have, as in Ahmednagar, (jorakhporc mid Meerut, mmle
temporary thatc-hed outer partitions.

(vi) The housing of the seasonal workers is deplorable in almost all

centres, and thatched hut* which are meant, for them provide very poor
shelter against sun and rain.

(vii) There are no provisions for children's parks or arrangements for

indoor or out-door games in the workers' colonies provided by employers.

A. MUKHTAB,

Member,
Labour Investigation Committee.

GORTON CASTUS :

The 30to July 1945.
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE

PART I.

Name of concern

Name of Proprietor or Managing Agent

Date of Establishment

Location

District

Province

A. EMPLOYMENT.

1. State the average daily number of workers (o1l r iliaji UK' c.loi-jca] staff)

employed in Angusl 19.>9 jmd in January 10 U, or ,1 d;i1 of enquiry as

follows :

(a) Total number of workers

(b) Number of piecerate workers

((0 Number of thnerate or salaried workers

yi'fl ai.il |i

(i,i) Kmjloyei!
'

(Hi) Hmpli-yiil Mu i

'ii f
ii r -1 -

t radory bu i
[
ia i<l ' lin . K .

Mfen.

.Inn.

HI-M.

2. If yon have ajiy sttjlistieal iiil'onnation regarding tli( length of service

of operatives in your noncem, please give it iu tho following form .-

Those between & 1 year of service.

Those between 1 & G years of service.

Those between 5 & 10 years of service, and

Those over 10 years of service.

3. Are your workers classified us permanent an,d temporary ? (Jive the

percentage in each category and describe the privileges of end' type of workers.

4. State the system of apprenticeship for ordinary ;mrl supervisory posts

and terms, if any.

Is the apprenticeship period counted towards total service ?

5. Is there any system of graded or time-scale promotion ? If so, give

details.
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G. State the labour turnover iu your concern for the years 1939 and 1943

or any recent years in the form beJow :

A\ f-png^ riaily natLor of

Nvotk'Ts cm ployed duriuc

To'.'l niimlifi r.f worker* who Icfl duiing tht- mouth or year.

T< tufxirnn.

Retire.

1ar\.
|

lutiit.

Dismis- i Volun-
8!i 1. i rarv.

What are the reasons for 1he labour turnover, if any ? Suggest measures

for reducing: it.

7. Supply figures of absenteeism in your concern for the years 1939 and

3943. What are the causes of absenteeism and how would you reduce it ?

8. Are there any Standing Orders governing- the relationships of employers
Hint employees i Please supply a copy of the same, if possible.

9. (a) How do you recruit labour .' KxpJaiii 1he system of recruitment.

fully.

(b) Have you a Labour Officer to enquire into the grievances of workers ?

If not, what, oilier machinery have you set up for this purpose *

B. WAGK.S AND EARNINGS.

10. What are the wage-rates for different types of workers ? What changes
have occurred in basic wages, salaried and piece (exclusive t' allowances, etc.)

since August 1939 ?

Does contract labour receive the same rates of wages as labour directly

employed in the same or similar occupations ?

11. Please describe in .brief the principles determining the fixation of your
wage rates for all classes of employees.

12. Please give details of dearnoss and other. allowances, bonuses and gratui-
ties paid to workers since the outbreak ol' the War and state which of these is*

temporary and which is permanent. Are any conditions attached to the pay-
ment of these allowances ?

13. Give details of the wages and earjjings of workers who have worked
the same number of days in the wage period from to

in the form attached at the end of this Questionnaire.

14. How is overtime calculated and paid for V Js overtime work compul-
sory ? Do you maintain any registers for recording overtime. Are these

available to the workers or their representatives for inspection ?

15. What deductions are made from wages ?
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36. Is there a Pine Fund ? What is the amount outstanding in it and

how is it utilised ? Who is in charge of its disposal ?

17. What are Ihe periods of wage payment for different kinds of workers ?

How long after the end of the wage-period are wages paid ?

18. Are there any regular dosed days in the mouth in your concern ? What
holidays (other than or festivals, etc.) are given to workers ?

C. WORKING CONDITIONS.

19. How many shifts are worked in your concern ? What is the number
of hours of work in each shift and the times of commencement and ending ?

What is the total spread-over, >., the relation between hours worked and
hours during which worker is on call ?

20. If any multiple or overlapping shifts are worked describe their arrange-
ment.

23. 81 ate the conditions of ventilation, lighting (natural and artificial),

congestion (?>., floor area, per worker), flooring, protection against heal, etc.

22. Are shelters provided for employees during; rest intervals ? Give their

dimensions, struct urn I details, seating arrangements, etc.

D. WKLFARB ACTIVITIES.

2t>. Give an account of sanitary arrangements, water supply, latrines,

urinals, washing and bathing: facilities, etc., and their distances from the

concern. Js coo] miter supplied in summer '?

24. T'-. there any dispensary or hospital Tor workers and their families ? If

so, state 1 the number of cases treated every day prevalent diseases, qualifier
tions of doctors in charge, their emoluments, etc. What is the system of medi-
cine ? <'an ny of ihe diseases workers suffer from he called occupational
in Character ? Is there any periodical medical examination of workers ?

2f>. Is any canteen provided or arrangements made for tea, cold drinks,

light refreshments, etc. ? Who runs them and hem arc profits, if any utilised ?

Describe conditions oi contract, if any, nd compare stile prices of articles sup-
plied with market prices.

26. Do you maintain 21 creche for (he benefit of your women workers ?

27. What are the facilities available for the education of adult workers
and their children '

28. Is there a grain shop for workers .' What are the commodities sup-
plied and how do their prices compare with market prices ?

E. HOUSING ACCOM MODATION.

29. Give details of housing provided by the employer with reference to :

(a) Proportion of workers housed,

(b) Rentals,

(c) Types of houses,

(d) Congestion,

(e) Sub-letting, and

(f) Sanitation and water supply.

30. If workers live in their own houses or in houses provided by private
landlords or public bodies, state their condition carefully
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F. TRADE UNIONS AND STRIKES.

31. Have workers formed any trade union ? State membership, monthly
subscriptions, etc. Has their been any agreement regarding wages, hours of

work, employment, dismissal, etc. Please supply a copy of agreement, if any.

32. Is there any works committee ? (live its constitution and an account
of its activities.

33. Give details of strikes in your concern during the last fifteen years.
What were the causes of such strikes and how were they settled. How far were
the demands of the strikers satisfied ?

G. SAFETY ACTS, ETC.

34. Does the concern come under the factories Aet '

If so, are the pro-
visions of the factories Act complied with ? Give dates of visits of Factory
Insy'cctors during tlie past ten years and extracts from the remarks iii the

Factory Inspector Book.

of). Are the provisions of the following Acts observed in your concern :

(1) Electricity Act,

(2) Payment of Wages Act,

C3) Workmen's Compensation Act, and

(4) Maternity benefit Aet.

What action have you taken to acquaint your staff with the provisions of these
Acts ?

36. Give the number and nature of cases of occupational diseases reported
in the last 10 years. Is there any provision of medical facilities for the treat-

ment of occupational diseases ?

37. State the number of accidents which occurred in 1943. Was any com-

pensation paid ? If so, how much and in how many cases ?

H. INDEBTEDNESS.

38| Are the workers indebted ? Give an idea of the. extent of their in-

debtedness and the causes responsible for the same.

39. What is the usual rate of interest charged from the workers. What
remedial measures have been enforced by the Government to reduce this in-

debtedness ? How far have they been successful ?

I. GENERAL.

40. Please supply a copy of the Provident Fund rules, if any, especially

in reference to :

(a) Membership,

(b) Contributions,

(c) Rate of interest,

(d) Investment, and

(e) Conditions of claims on employer's contributions.

41. Give details of ]tension schemes ami gratuities, if any. Please supply
a copy of the rules.
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PART IT.

1. iState if the factory is perennial or seasonal.

2. While answering question 1 in Part T of this questionnaire, state sepa-

rately the number of children below 15 years anil adolescents between 15 and
17 years employed in the factory.

3. Does this factory grow any sugar cane on land owned by it, if so, state

the number of persons employed by it on land. How many of these obtain

employment in the factory during the season f

4. What is the proportion of seasonal workers who are agriculturists ?

5. What is the average duration of employment of seasonal workers in the

whole year ?

6. Is any register of employees maintained ? If so, is any preference given
to persons who had been in employment in previous seasons ?

7. Is any travelling allowance paid to seasonal workers at the commence-

ment or at the termination of working season ? State the amount paid and
the conditions attached thereto.

8. State the total number of working days in the crushing season. What
are the months of active working ?

9. If the factory is peremiial, si ato the iiaturp of its products during the

out of season months.

10. How are engineers, chemists and other permanent employees keptf

engaged during the slack season ?

11. Is it possible to extend the period of crushing *l What are the diffi-

culties in doing so ? Can you suggest possible remedies ?

12. How are molasses and bagasse disposed of ?
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